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Brussels, 12 November 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 121 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relati~g to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in ~ach bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
j Weekly · summary : · I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for : 
10> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weignted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIOl'EN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE F,lELLESSKABER - KOMMSSkJN DER EI.R:>PAISCt-EN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
C~ OF THE EtR:>PEAN COMMlNTIES - COMt.tSSION DES COM\U,JAUTES EtR:>PEEl\tES - Ef1TPOl"li TClN EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIOM:: DELLE COMNTA EUROPEE - COWMSSE VAN DE ElRJPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
----··---------------~----- .. ~-------- -- ·-··-- .. ,~--------------- •• ___ .__,_ •• :,., h .... __ ... , 
-
--~'!".~ a~• -. 
t.iveaua ~"~;c•tifs · l'e!lc:c,.,•dai ~es aes p~ia hors uaes 6 la cons~=at;c~ en ~~~~z;,s ~rtio~ales (1) . 
¥eekly tfldicative consueer pric• levels in ~ational currencies. TH and duties ucluded (1) 
: nBUAU 1 I . TABI.I! 
<TabtNu hebdo!Ndet re) ·-·--- Pris au I 2.11.1911 Prices H .t . -· 
IIWICf'ce super Essence r.ornale . Galoil a:oteur .. Easoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
. Prtort\l!'I· psolfne Regular gasoline. Autcnotive ;asotl HHt fog ;asofl Residual Fuel -Oil Ii 
·----· 
-
11.W l, 10CO l, 1000 l, 1000 t.- Tonn. 
. <Z> CZ> .(2) (]) (4) '. -
·w.tvtlQllf (F8) * 1~~760 13.880 · .. 13,110 11.846 7,421 
ta°'leark (!)K) 2.210 2,145 2.215 2,1SO 1,535 
l:euu::hbnd (OJI) 797 753 74, 675 453 
. 
23.435 16.162 16.162·, 1ll,C02 Eltc.s (DR) 25.366 
France (ff) 1.995,60 1.905,IO 1.778,20 1.71.'4,60 1.142 
. . lrel~"'d(?rish l> 258,46 253,85 237,39 210,70 
' 
169,06 





Luttel:'ci:rg (Fl.) . 13.570 . ;2.160 .. 11J40 · , 10.900 7.271 
t:ecerhnd (fl) 954,90 898,97 813,98 1s2,ao· • 516;,12 
t:nitcd x;n;do,s (It 182,20 176,40 181,30 . · 192,ao • 1'14,30 
. 
C> Fri1 le olus scuvent ~~atic;uis et ainsi re~resentatifs,stl.on les a:eilleures estications des experts des Etats ft~cbrcs, du •archf 
"*t"tro~ ;,~ ~~ c~a-~e Etat ~e~ re ~ 
Prices ~ost frcq~ently chao;ed afld thus representative, of the oil a.rket in each fte~ber State, according to the best 
es~~~a:~s of.t~e national experts. 
C2> rri1 • la po:ope 
Fu=-:i ·;>rice 
(3) Pri1 ~cur livraison de 2.00C • 5:oco Lftres 
Fr;:es f:,r deliveries of 2,CCO to S,CCO Litres 
(4) Frix ~Gur l ivrafso"S in!er,ei:res • 2CCO tonnes par a:ois ou i!!flrfeure t 24.000 tonnn par an. ·Prix franco conso"""ateurs. 
Prices !or of~takes of less than 2,CCO tons per month or less t~an 24,COO tons per year. Del;vered Consumer Prices. 
<•> Prix maxirnaux/•a1imu• prices 
-----"-'-·~··::.:·::r-=ie,.·.:" --Niveaux 1n 1cat1 s • d" "f h ~buumdUa res des µt;a h ors· taxes • l a ,u,·1':.,:,·rr.ma-t , -on en do ll ars coura:-:tc 
Weekly indicative consumer pr;c, levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Prix au I TABLEAU z I (Tableau hebdo~adaire) : 2.11.81. TA!!LE Prices as at 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chauffage fuel Rnidual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasotl Heat ;ng gasoil Residual fuel Oil H 
1000 l, 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
llr'lgiQue C•> 397,84 374,12 353,36 319,29 200,21 
Canmerk 309,52 ~00,42 320,02 301,12 214,98 
Dtutschland 359,33 339,49 335,43 304,32 204,23 
El las 451,67 417 ,28 287,78 287.78 178,41 
Frarce 358,59 342,46 319,53 306,30 205,21 
lrclard 412,54 405,18 378,91 !36,31 269,84 
Ital la 350,73 325,66 306,70 292,09 199,27 
Luxf'mbourg ?65,76 343,93 311,05 293,80 195,98 
NedErlar,d 390,05 367 ,21 332,49 307,50 ?10,82 




a>moyenne /average (5)' '• 357,70 341,15 325,77 308,34 205,:~9 
1:>Variation rnoyenne I 
average variation I , 861 861 871 1131 1151 
J.Jl,BJ /1S.12.78 
cll/ar,iat ion rnoycnne su, ' 
les 5 produi ts I 104% I Averas:,~ variat;on for 
all S ·oducts I ] .. n /15.1?. 78 
., Fr:- es plus souvent prat1ques et a1ns1 reprisentat,f!io saon Les me,lleures est1mat1ons des experts des Etats Mee:bru, du ,:,archt 
pet '.ier de chaque Etat membre 
Fri, ,s most' freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each ftember State,according to the best estimates of 
the ,ational experts. 
:2> Prix a la PO"'l)e. Punp price 
:3> Prix pcur livraison de 2.000 6 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,CCC Litres. 
:,, Frix pcur livraison infcri.,ure a 2CCO tonnes par "'ois ou inferieure a 2!.cco tonnes par an.- Pri1 franco conso••ateurs. 
rrices for offtakes cf less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,LICO tens per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
:s> La i,cycMe rt"sulte d'ur.e ponderation des quantites consoe,.,.•es Ce chaq1,e prc:J:.it ccncerne au cours d~ l 'ar.rec 1980. 
Toe re~ult of weigh~ing the price~ of the products conc<.-rntd by the quantities consu.,,ed during the period 1980. 
<•> ~a•i~um pricEs/pr;• r.aximaua 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionne•ent en brut de la Communautt 
CIF cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at. 
15.12.78 
Prix IU 
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Brussels, 19 November 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NJt. 122 
The weekly oil bulletin, publ;shed by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow th~ development over time of 
certain prices. They'permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a ·comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if' fluctuations in exchJnge 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to th£' same 
categories of consumer no accoun.t is taken of market structures, Ctht· 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In thi~ 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of tilblc 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
, I 
J Weekly summary: Evolution (in X> of Community indications for : 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 106r...;.... ___ _ 
compared with previous week + i 'J::.,. ,&:,> 
20) Weighted average CIF cost ·of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 160% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIBSKE Fi!ELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EI.ROPAISCHEN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COWMlNTIES - COIMSSION DES COMMI..W\UTES EI.RQPEENIES - EJTTPOn-1 TON EYPO!lAkON KONOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMl.NTA EUROPEE - COWMSSE VAN DE f:UROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-- ------~r-
·- - - . ._.::rm:_·~~~· flii_-·-_-·· __ "--=-·:_ ..... · ....... ·:· .. ·~# ~ 
---------:,_:'.'.i:"v·e .. a·u·a·.-;~""rc':':';""ca'.'.'.:".1:".f:".•:'.":l'e::::~::::c:~:a~da:;i :re:s:-:d:;:e::s~p:r-~1:":.:-=:11:0:,.,;-;t;:a;-:x;:;e:;;s:--'t la consc:e:at f c:, en :-::-e:,-~ in !'t t; or-ales (1> ~ 
IINtlJ' tndicetive cOl\11111.r price lnels tn ,.ational currenc;ei. TH and duties excluded (1) 
ITASUAU 1 _ TABI.I I 
:9.11 •. 1981 
'"*"" s.uper 1E11ence nomale .Galoil r.otevr .. Easoil chauffa~ Fuel Residual m 
. PreoliUft .... l ,_ Regular sasoline Autc,.,~tin sasoH Heating gasotl IHtlklat Fuel ·Otl Ii 
. 1tGO l • 1CCO l. 1000 l. 1000 t.- .. Tonne 
. (2) <Z> .<2> . (3) (4) ··-
. . . .. 
. ...._ .... ,,., . 14.360. ·-- __ ... 1).560 13.110 . , 1'P.'$46 ?.428 __.., . ; 
:......ii .CIIC) 2.37' 2.310 2.28~ 2.1so 1.535 
ceuu:llltttoel <Ill> 791 747 744 670 4~5 
. 
EUH (DI) 25.366 23.435 16.162 16. 162 1t'.00l 
France (FF) 1.995,60 1 .905,80 1.778,20 1.704,60 1.14? 
lrelc.-d<!rish I> 258,46 25:!,85 . 237,39 210,70 
' 
169,06 . ~ itolfa Ct.ire> .. 414.920 • • 38S.260 0 -362 .830. 34S.656 237.)28 
~ec::-1:1:rg <FU . 13.570 '?-760 11 ~540 . 10.900 7.271 
ll."e¢er land (Fl) 954,90 
.. 
7.52,80 898,97 813,98 516,12 
':"i ~Cd 1tir.5c!C11 (I! 181,20 175,50 181,20 182,3.1!, .,1,,10 
r,.,. le ~t~s sc~ven~ p•ati~uis et a;nsi representatifs,saonles ,.e;lleures estf~a:;cns des exptrts des Etats fteebrcs, du ,::archf 
~+:~o~;er ~• c~aQ~~ E:a: ~e~~r~ 
Feicrs ,.~st frcq~e.,:ly c~a r;rd •":l thus rirpresentatfvr, of the oH =•rket in each lle:ibrr State, according to the best 
cs~~~a:es of t~e r.at;o~at ex~erts. 
Frix ~ la Po"'Pt! 
F'v-, ='rict .. l 
Frl• :cur lfvraiso:, ~e 2.C=~ A 5:cco Litres 





rrh :·:ur livraise!"S ;n!trieures i 2C'.:0 tcr-r-es par eois ou i!'lffrieurt11 24.t'='J to,..,es par an. Prh franco coriso.,.,ateurs. 
Frlcc; tee cf'tJ1trs ot ,ess than 2,CCO tens per ec.,:~ or less :>,an 24,C:~ :.,,,s prr year. Oel,vrred Co!>sl,t'ler Pr.1cirs. 
Fri• r.axi~aux/~axi~uo pr;ces 
CTaltleau hebclomadaire> 
Nivreua indicatlh hebcloltadc+res des prix llors ·taxes-:: ta· ;onscll'.llation in-· dol-tars courants 
Weekly Indicative cons11111er price levels In current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) .• 
Prfx au 
Prices as at 9.11.1981 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 2 
Essence suprr. Essencir normale Gasoil motevr Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual NTl 
PremiUffl gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil H~ating gasofl Residual Fuel Oil ff! 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 t. 1000 l. Tonne 
.. (2) (2) (2) (3) (0 
,llelgiQUa • 387,27 365,70 353,56 !19,47 
. 
200,32 
tanmark 3!4,69 325,54 322,01 !02,99 216,32 
1'cutschland. 359,38 · 339,39 338,03 304,41 2C6,72 
EllH 455,90 · 421, 19 290,47 290,4.7 179,76 
fra,.ce ' 358,53 342,40 319,48 !06,25 2C5,17 
Jrctard 414,31 406,92 380,54 337,75 ?71,00 
,ualia 352,52 327,32 308,27 293,68 201,81 ·· 
Lu•••bcurt 365,97 !44,12 311,22 293,96 196,t9 
·lieder land !9!,53 !7C,48 335,45 310,24 ?12,70 
1U,,ited Kir.!l(IOII :!42,56 




~yenne /average (5) 358,3.5 342,04 327,44 108,9:5 2C6,90 
.ttVariat Ion moyenne % 86% 86% 88% . 113% 117% 
• average variat;on X 
,.]1,8! /15.12.78 
.c:1:ariat;on r,oycnne sur 
les 5 orc,:!,..;ts I 1C6X I A~~'~?~ var,ation for 
-•tl 5 orl.'.:.d· .. c:s . a •. ,., .. ,., 15.1'?.78 .. 
-=--~- .......... .. .. .: .. . . .. .. . . 1) rr • . f.\uS sc ... t - .J. a .. ,,:; ... oes e" a,ns, represen"at,,!i, ss..on Les n:e,lleures es"1r.iat1ons des exper:s oes Etats .-.e-~bres, cu ~arche 
r,Ctrc. 1r de chac;:.:t- Etat r.'.C~bre 
Fricc rest frea;.;P~:ly charged and thus reprrsentative of the oil market in each lle.,:ie·r St.te,accotding to the best estfr,atn of 
i th~ r~t;~nu~ r•~er:s. 
; ?) Frix~ la oe~p~. F~-~ orice 
:n :'!"ix ~·:·;r t ;._,ra;H"'. c~ 2 .. ~"'~ lJ 5.C':'~ titrf's. Prfceos for deliveries c~ 2,r~~ !? 5,C':: Li:res. 
,:.) :-,-; ' ;.·:·;r l ;,;:-J·:,:;..•1 ~r,'-:-r;,_-,Jr-! il c'.CC~ to~nes pa,. ~OiS OU ir.fe'riel:re cl ;:,.• ~J tcr-fs ~ar a~.- Prix fra--::::, CO~SC":"~atf'UrS. 
tri:~-~ !~r ~f::.,~~s c~ l~~s :~~~ ?,c:~ tc~s per ~~~th or \ess tha~ 24,(:~ :··! :,r 1~ar. o~Liver~d c:~~~-~~ Pri~Ps. 
5) la- ... ·., ... ~·~ r•.!· ... ~:r c':...;-,~· pc.r:..!·~~a:.~o .... <!i:s c;·.;anti:ftS ccnso-.- 0 c! C"!:: _ct-~,.;;-: i'" .: ... •: ccr-cttrre cu cc;.:rs ,_;· , 1 -.., .. c ·;.:.r, 
•) ~Ji :::·-~.;t_.~:~~·r~:.c·-... ~.<·:~·:ai:1c-:'- of th~ ;trc<!•.;,;ts.::cnr.(·rn(-d by tt1~ c· .. .;•:7:1'...'S CIJ'l:i-.•~~d d:..:"'"ir':~ the ~'!ri,:id :1'...,.. 
I 1,., 
COOt CAF d'approv;sionnement en brut de la Communaute 
CJF Hit of Com~.•,nity crude oil ~upplies. 
Prb au 






Prfce as at 
jutl let 1981 
July 1981 +/-U,~,62 
Evolut Ion (%> 
t.\\Jl\/15.12.78 I ··twl 
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Brussels, 26 November 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 123 
,,; 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the COllllhtion, gives the lat.est 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil market.s. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
'certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
, Me~ber States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely 1v1il1ble on demand <telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 104X 
compared with previous week -1.90X 
I 
20) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 160X 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMf:INSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOflH TON EYPOllAfKON KOtNOTHTON 





~;ve•~· :r:;ca:t1s ~ebdc~adaires des p•ia ~ors taxes 6 la conso~~a:ton en ~~··ei,s r~:;orates (1) 
Weekly indicetivt CCl"s~,ser price levels in r1tion1l currencies. Tea end du:ies eac,uded (1) 
Pris au 





Esserce super Essence non,ete . GasoH coteur .. Easoi l ct,auffege Fuel Rt1ich.ll KT 
Pr,.,iv~ s1sotfnt Regular &HOlint ~utc~ctivt sesofl Heating sesofl 
. -- Residual F~-c~ Ofl 1CCO l. 1CCO l. 1CQO lo 1000 t.-- Tomt 
. CZ> (Z) .CZ> (3) : (4) 
. . 
. 
. lt.lgi111,1t (Fl) ..... 14.360 
----
13.560 12 • .,.. 
-- 11.590 
--
... --~ 1.421 .. . 
c,.,::ark CDx> 2.595 2.530 2.425 2.290 1.555 
teuu:ht•nd CDIO 716 742 742 667 450 
Ettu CDI) 25.366 . 23.435 16.162 16.162 ,~,002 
-
rranct CFF) 1.995,60 1.905,80 ,.111,20 1.704,60 1.142 




itolia (Lire) .. 414.920 • 315.260 ··362.830. • 345.676 237.561 .... 
. 
12~510 Luxec~cvrg CFU . 14.010 
. . 
13 .• 180 11.190 7.271 
. 
tiederlencl (Fl) 937,95 -- 112,02 824,15 761,. 'SZC>,92 . 
l.:ni:cd ltin~dOII (( 187,00 181",30 186, 10 188,91! . -11,,,r . 
.. 
. 
<~> Fria le olus scuven: pratic:uis et einsi representetifs,sll.onles c:eilleures estica:ions des experts des Etats ftecbres, clu .. rc11t 
~ttrotier de chaq-~e Et•t ~erbre 
Fr:c,s ~ost froQ~en:ly ch1r.;ed and thus representative, of the oil 111rket in each fteaber State, accordtn1 to the belt es:inates of t~e national experts. 
(2) Fri• a la po11s;. 
F\,.,., ;,rice 
(3) Pria ~our livraison de 2.00C a 5:cco Litres 
rr;:es for deUver;n o! 2·,CCO to 5,CCO Litres 
(4) Fri a pcur Uvraho!"S;nferiovrest 2CCO tonnes par c:ois ou i~ftrieurtsl 24.1!:J:) tONlfS per en. ·Prt.·fr111co consO"l'lateurs. · · 
Prices !or of!takes of less than 2,COO tons per eonth or less t~en 24,COO t.:ins per year. Delivered Cons11Ser Price,. 
<•> ~a1i11u• prices/pr;• •••;•aux 
'(Tableau hebdomada1rt) 
N1ve1u1. indicatil's nebdo.,edaires du pr1x hor. toxei ~ ta coniomaiitl,:,r, .,,, dollars courent1 
Weekly indicative consur.ier price· levels in current dollars. Tex and duties excluded (1) • 
Prix au 
Prices as 1t 
16.11.1981 TABLEAU TAIRE 2 
• 
Essence super Esunce noraale Gasoil 11oteur Gaso;l chauff191 Fuel Res1dy1l NTS 
Pr,mium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive 91sotl Heating gasoH Residual Fuel Oil 
..• 1000 l • 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
llelgiQUI * 382,96 !61,6' 342,81 309,10 198,10 
Canmerk 360,61 ?51,58 336,99 318,23 216,09 
Deutsch land 35C,89 ?!1,25 331,25 297,76 
.. 
200,89 
Ellas 448,95 414,77 286,05 286,0S 177,02 
f rarct 353,14 337,25 314,66 ?01,6' 2C2,0I 
Ire lard 409,79 402,48 376,39 334,07 268,05 
Italia 347,14 322,32 303,55 289,20 198;76 
Luno,bourg 3n,6' 351,51 333,64 317, 10 193,91 
tlederlar,d 38',24 361,33 337,62 312,01 213,40 
UnHed Kir.!l(lo• !59,75 .. 348,78 358,02 363,40 .223,54 
C.E.E. !-
-:..~. -~ E.E.C. \ 
a>aoyenne / aver.gt (5) -. 358,34 339,40 325,56 306,61 205,43 
t)Variation 11oyenne I 
average variation I 
861 851 871 1121 1151 
,~. 'l.1 .J!1. /15.12.78 
c)',ariat i-:n moycnne sur I 
lcs 5 produHs I 1041 I A\'era~" var;ation for 
all 5 oroducts • 1~.1.1 •• 8'. /15.H.78 
. 1 > f'ru les plus souv1'nt prat,ques et 11ns1 reprlsentat1 fi. sa.on Les me1 l leures est1m1t1ons des experts des Etets Mei:ibres, du 1Hrcht 
petrolier de chaque Etat membre 
rrices mos: freouently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each Member State,according to tht best estimates of 
the national exp1'rts. 
<2> Pria ii la ooepe. PuMp price 
:~>~,;.pour t;vraison d" 2.COO a 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2,0CO to 5,000 Litres. 
:4> Frix pcur t ;,,,a;son inferieure a 2CCO tonnes oar mois ou inferieure a 2~.cco tonnes par an.- Prh franco consoa11ateurs. 
Priers for off takes cf less than 2,000 tons per month or less tha~ 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
:5> La t:~ycnc,e r~$ult<: d'une pondcration d"s auanti:es ccnsuc, .. •es· de chaquo pr,d1.it concerr,e au tours de l '•rree 1980 
The re~ult of weighling the ~rice• of the products conc~rned by the quantities consu~ed dur;ng the period 19b0 
<•>N11i•u• pricrslprix •ar;•aux·· ... 
TABLEAU l 
TABLE 1~ ........................... -....,...., 
CoOt CAF d'1pprov11ionn .. ent en brut de l1 Coa•un1utf 
Prill IU 
Price as It. 
CIF cost ot Co11mun1ty crude oil 1up·pltn. Prix au 
















:!lgiQu! CFB) 15.320 
~ar.::ark CKD) 2.939,02 
•eutsd•land (DPI) 688,81 
~aas Cdr) 14.634 
'ranee (Ff) 2.124,40 
· re~an1 CI.O 235,63 
. !alia (Li re> 538.080 
.ui:ei:~:>urg (FL) 8.050 
:edcda"d <FL) 857,98 
;. Kirigjo• CO 186,60 
... 
Taxes 
:~tg;q·.;e (FB) 1.900 
a~-ark (KD) 979,85 
. ?'J!SChtand (DMl 107,33 
:,tas Cdr) 2.138 
ranee (Ff) 471,40 
retand (I.0 15-~(' 
talia (Lire) 67 .170 
cH-~Ou~g CFL) 980 
-e::er-l.1·d CFL) 178,42 
:. 11.in-;::J-s Ct) 7,70 
j' 
'. ;" -· '; 
p,.;,, de v!nte des oro•:bits t-~!•othrs en ,-.~~f13i~s-na~io9~Jes 
Sel.. Prices of Pe~":..!':.;~ ~:-e:::~cts ;n Nat,o!'lal"Curl'en"tin 
Essence Super 
Premiu• Gasoline 













' • ? 
Pr;a aoyens pratiau!s •u J~,9.198, 
Average of prices rul1ng as at .lS.~.1981 
Essence Normale 
Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 
Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Sell ;ng Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
29.600 15.1CO 13.380 28.480 
5.560 2.924,60 2.555,40 5.480 
1.554,30 683,CO 820,80 1.503,80 
40.000 12.565 23.435 36.000 
4. 120 2.004,20 1.905,80 3.910 
478,46 234,85 237,81 472,66 
930.000 532.740 362.260 695.000 
22.90C 7 .160 13.930 21.090 
1,840 847,91 926,09 1,744 
370,90 185,80 179,00 364,80 
Gasoil Chauffage (Z) 
Heating Gasoil 
Fuel Lourd HTS (J) 
Heavy Fuel HS( 
1000 L Tonne 
Hors Taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors Taxes Prix de vente 




2.230,15 3.210 410 1.63::3 2.043 
681,30 788,63 15 470,76 485,76 
16. 162 18.300 368 10.002 10.370 
1.704,60 2.176 5 1.109 1.114 
202,80 218,10 15,92 150,81 166,73 
322.830 390.000 1.0cc 236.270 237.270 
11.700 12.680 100 7.589 7.689 
770,30 948,72 15,CS 532,32 547,40 
172,30 180,00 8,C1 111,25 119,26 













.... ' :• 
.~: ..... , ..... _,.., ... , ..... ~ ........... ,'. ..... ,~ 
,-· 
i: ..... 1 'll 
ii~{~•ii 4 
t<1ble; .. . . ~ 
Gasoi~ "O~!U~ 
Auto=otive Ga~oil 
1000 L (1) - ..... ·----
Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without taxes Sel(i_ng Price 
12.460 20.890 





336.740 . 406.000 
12.320 15.NO 
832,63 1 .208 . 
173,20 336,20 
1. S • 38,80 FB-7f270 CD -
2,3680 DM _- 58,28 DR 
5,68 FF - 0,6495 ~irl.-
1.195~50 Lires 




1 ECU • • 
UCE 40,7519 re - 7,81844 CD -
2,48845 DM - 61,0C24 DR -
5,97218. FF - 0,681132 lirl~ 
1.256,12 Lires -
2,75326 fl.-0,582594 ~angl. 
~2> Livra's::~s ce 2~:J a 50:0 L/Oeliveries of 2,0~J to 5,000 L. 
<3> Livraisc~s ce R~ins de 22:J :o~~~s par eo·s et de ~oi~s de 24.CO~ tonnes par an/ offtakes ~f less than 2,000 tons per 
~onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. 
---------------_-_:.:_ ____ -~_:~-:-...:_-_ :-· ·--.. ·· - ·- -· -.-·----:--~'"" ... ____ -::· - --- -·--·- ~-.=~. ·-. -:-.:.-~-::::r::nT'Z:X .. 28 PD Cf ··~-
TALSMAl'<OENS GAlPPE - SPREOERGRlJ'PE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROl.flE DU PORTE-AIU'QE 
OMAt.A EKnPOI:ClllOY' TYllO\' - GIU'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE VVOClRCM)EROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
·;·;;·;··;·;····;;;···;··;·······;·;;··;··;;·;;;;· ;··· 
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PRISSl·MIDDIUlSI • MITTHlUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
INAKDINDIH flA TON TYDD • INf DRMAZIONI Alli STAM PA • Ml DID HING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 3 December 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 124 'lf/7, f/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the . 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies <Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 




COMMSSION OF THE ElRlPEAN CQMMU\IITIES - COMMISSION DES COMt.O'W.ITES ElRJPEEl\tES - EflTPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 











~~ica:i~s ~ell'c:c,..ada;~es des P"i• ~ors ta•es 6 la conso-e::ation en ~~~~zies "~tio,-ales (1) l:iv~•~• . .. 
llnltlJ' tllldtatt_ve -r price levels in Pational c:1,1rrenc;es. TH and dirt his excluded (1) 
1:~PU I . : . . ~ . 1 • 
"*"'·"*'•!1111111,.eJ ---,cc- Prta • I Zl.11.1911 . .•. Prlcn Hat .. , . f.:11' I:~-+:;.:·.·. . 
E,..,;ce . SUll!fr fssence ffllraale I .Ealott cotevr .. Easoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS . Pq,,tu=, .uoU• le;ular psol IM l.utc:,,ottve oasoll Heati"9 psoll lestdual Fuel -Oft II -. 1C!GO.:L. 10CO l • 1000 L. 1000 h- . ,_ . Q) (Z) .(Z> . (3) (4) --
. 
~ .. ~ 14~360 13.560' 13 .• 111 ___ - .. 11.161. .... 7.4ZI .. 
~,,C~ Z.S9S Z.S30 2.425 2.Z90 1.S5S 
Cevt~li,Wl,:< ... _, 713 739 74Z 673 441 
. 
El.ta. - ZS.366 
Zl.435 16.162 16.162 1p.002 
,~. ,,,, . 1 • 99:S .,60 1.90S,IO 1~778~20 •Y 1.704,60 1.142 
. lrelc,.,H?rflh O 258,46 253,IS 237,39 210,·70 
' 
169,06 • ~ Jt•lia CLln> . 414.920· 385.260 ·-362.830. · 345.676 237.463 . 
&,pn=urt <FU 
-
1,4 .• 010 .• 13.180 12",510 . 11.890 7.171 
~,- (fl) 937:95 812,02 824,15 761,IO· " 520,91 .. 
~t-:,cd ,Kinqdoll er 1114,20 178,40 186,10 188,11!. . .-!14,70 
c:> Pr;a le olus sc-• .,,..,~ p~atiQ.:is e: a;nsi representatifs,stl.on les aei tleures estieations dn uperu des E.:ats Plecbres, du qrchf 
~t:to,;er d• c~a:-~• !tat ee~~re 
P!'-ic_elli,~~-: .frw .. ently chae;ed r.,d thus 
es~,,..,,,n ,of t'te n.Honal e•:ierts. 
representative, of the oil aarket in each lle..,.r State, according to the bed 
Q~ Fri a • la p.,.e 
. 
,.,.., price 
Q> Pf.h ceur ltvratson de z.~ • s:~ Lftres 
Prt~•s .b.- deHver;es of 2,CCO .to 5,c::o Lft,:es 
<~ JFrh .~r Uvrahoes ln!eri~res • 2C::O tonnes par aols ou i!'tffrteur.s t 24.c:r.J tonnes par "'· -Prta franco cons-•teurs. -
Pf'i~.--Jor of~Ultes of less thatt 2,C~O tons per 111111:~ or less t!ian 24,CC3 :.i:,s per year. Del;vered Consumer Prices. 
<-t>-Jfil! .-iU,l:"'111,\ll!HJI.;- prices 
Niveaua lndi~atifs hebdoe•d•lrrs drs prix hors taara ~ la consat11•tion en dol,ar-s cc..·•~ts -
Wrekly lndlcat;ve consumer price levels;n_current dollars. T•• and d1,1tles excluded (1) 
T/.SLEAU Prh au 
Prices Hat: 23 •11 •11 TAl!LE 
·-
Essence super Essence nonNle Gesol l aotevr Gasoll chauffage Fuel Res;dual HTS 
Preah111 psoltne Regular gasoline AutOIIOt;ve psotl Heating gasott Residual F1,1el Oil I 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. T-(2) (2) (2) (3) co 
·-·· 
.. 
378,94 313,04 196,01 a,L11i..- C•> 3~7,13 346,16 a.__,., ::!6,33 347,40 332,99 314,45 21:!,52 
Df1:11\:5,Qland :!45,92 326,48 327,81 297,32 197,92 
443,22 409,48 282,40 282,40 .. 174,76 Ellllf 
FMQff 349,49 333,76 311,41. 298,~2 200,CO 
Jlf\N 405,55 
. 398,32 372,49 330,61 265,27 
lttUa:. 343,90 ·319,32 300,n 286,51 196,11 
L,~1'9 369,70 347,IO 330,12. 313,76 191,87 
N~l•~ 379,16 !56,55 333,16 307,95" . 21 C',58 
U,,.~~ed Kir.~ 349,,85 .. 338,114 353,46 356,59 .17,85 
C~.E. 
E,etc, 
W,)'enne /average (5) .. 352,80 3!4,09 320,87 !04,75 ?C?,59 
~variation •Q1enne % 
a~e~•ge var.iation I 83Z 821 
1141 . 1101 1121 
l!~1J.f111s.12.1a 
clVar,jation ao,.enne sur ' 
l,s._S produiU I ,ou: I A~t~•g~,var.iation for 
a~l, 5 ,Pt' d,"ts 
• i}~1J-' 1 s. 1 ~- 78 
. H }px s p\u~ ,soul/en, prat1Q11es et a,nn reprl!untat1f~ saon Les ae, lle1,1res eu,aahons des experts des Eta:s ~ecbru, du auchi 
pet r: ~r de chaque Eta~ .•eF1bre 
Price,· cost freavently charged and .thus representative of the oft market in each llrllber Sute,accordlng to t"e but esti•ates of 
the n•t•o~al experts. 
·n Prix ~ l• .ooi;pe. Pu,,o_,prlo 
~> Pri, pour livraison C:e 2.CCO • 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveri~s ~f 2 OCO to S,OCO Litres. , 
4) Frix pcur li-:raison in!~r,eure • 2CCO .tonnes par eiois ou lnferieure a 2£.cco tonnn par an.,. Prh franco cors:>1£11ateurs. 
trices for offtakcs cf less than 2,000 tens per lft'jnth or less than 24,0CO tons per year. Delivered consuaer =•ices. 
S) la .-oyenM rcsulte d'un<- pc~~eration c:u Q"Jantites consor. .. •cs c:~ chaquc prodi.H concerne au cours dt l'arrt1 1980 
T~e re~u:t of wei~~ting :he ~rice~ of the products concerned by the quantities consU11ed during the period 1~cr,. M .. ; rr,x ir:a•·raua/r:aa,ru• i;ir;cf'S 
c.oi. c~r d',ppr,ovS1t1M1MNnt 111 .brut de l• c_.utf 
CJf. C9Jtiot,CC!(III.Uftlty crude otl IUPJtltH. 
Prh au 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN Ill PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANHOINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 10 December 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 125 fYt'l. 'I/ 
.. 
The weekly o;l bullet;n, published by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures g·iven in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, i~ is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchdnge 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to th~ same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe 
product categories reported are not in every case reprcscnt~tive of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for : 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 





KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE ~LLESSKABER - KOMtvtSSION DER EUROPAISCI-EN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF Tt-E EUROPEAN COMMlNTIES - COM""8SION DES COMMUNAUTES El.RJPEENNES - EmPOrt-1 TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COM.NTA EUROPEE - cot.MSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN . . ..... -
---=·-:===:::::;::;;::;::::=:~:;~=:::::=~~=~;::-;:::~---- ---------·------------.. 
.... Kivea~a ~rdtcatt!s ~elx!c~ada~~es des p~ia ~ors taxes• la conso:-.::ation en ~:~~cies nctiol"ales <1> 
Weekly tndtcattve cc,,,s~'l:ter price level, tn rational currencies. Taa and duties excluded (1) 
.. 1 ~_:si._BLE_E_._" __ , __ .. I ' 
~~::e:"aa ft . L 30.11.1981 • • 
.. 






. Gasoil c:oteur 
Autc~ctive r;asotl 
1000 l. 
Gasoil chauffa .. 
Heating gasotL.~ 
1000 t.-
Fuel Residual IITI 
lestdual Fwl -Ot~ II 
T-
(2) <Z> .(2) (3) '• (4) . ·-
~~-,· 
...... ~OIO • 
,~11.WNt·GIO 
EU••·ffl> 































13.111 11.163 .. 7.428. .... 
2.425 2.290 1.555 
735 673 448 
16.162 16.162 1Q.002 




·.380.220 364.164 236.472 
. 
12~S10 11.890 7.271 
. 
824,15 761,80 520,92. 
186,10 188,80 414,50 . 
.. 
·'cJ·n-,111· le olus s°"'-ven~ raticuis et a;nsi representatHs,st!.on Lu =eilleures estii::ations des experts des Etats llec,brcs, d11 sarcllt 
· · .,!.~~Potier C:e c1'a~-.:e Etat rel"!:lre 
'.,F~~c:es l"OSt frcc:-.:efttly char.;ed a"d thus representative, of the oil aarket in each lleaber State, 1ecording to the best 
. ~es~~~ates of t,e national experts. 
; (:t)•-t'ria •· la paepe 
1'1,--, price • 
. '(~Pria ccur livraiso,, C:e 2.00C • s.c:::, Litres 
• · ,·f'rhes f::i~ C:eliverin of 2,CCO ta 5,c::o Litres 
'.t,J,·F'ria tieu• li~raisc"S ;n!ericures • 2c::, torl'es par aois ou i!,flrieures t 24.C~ tonnes par an. ·Prh franco consa,,.,ateurs. 
··F~ices tor of~t~kes of less than 2,C~:l tons per cont~ or less t~an 24,C~O :~ns per year. Del;vered ConsU111er Price,. 
(•):"9a,_ pr;ces/prh aax;aaux ' 
Nivuux tndicat Ifs hetiuomada ire,· dtia' ;rrt.-··lran:-taxn i--lo consoll'.mation-en··:!::t Lars cour::nts 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Prix au • 
Price• as at • 30.11.11. 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 2 
Essence super Essence naraale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoll Heat; ng gasofl Residual Fuel OH ff 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 
-
1000 l. TOMe. . . 
-· (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
,·•·-ltilgioue • 379,25 357,64 354,!4 320,44 200,64 
,.....,..,rlc 366,57 357,39 342,S6 323,49 219,66 
,,~land !53,63 333,18 334,09 305,90 203,63. 
:it ... 4~4,99 420,35 289,90 289,9.0 .. 179,40 
<'$t-arce 359,40 343,23 320,25 !06,99 205,67 
;,·~ 417,07 409,63 383,07 340,00 272,80 
'""mua 351,10 ?26,00 321,74 308,15 200,10 
.. ,,~rg 371,44 356,02 337,92 321, 17. 196,40 
. ,~11eftrlar,d 389,67 366,43 342,!9 316,49 216,41 
'i!'Q<>tted ·ltffl911Ce 357,18 · · 345,94 !66,84 372,16 . 225,70 
· ... :£.E.E. 
'::.l.E.C. 
,_,,.,._,.enne / average (5) 360,80 341,53 332,20 315, 17" 207,93 
.ft\'lt'fathm aoyenne % 87% 86% 91% .118% 118% 
#.'eVerage · varltt•on % 
·:u.tJ1/8l ,1s.12;·18 
-c.Jfariat ;1:,n moyenne sur ' 
··ln 5 produits I I , 107X -·,~11:*'.a'Je· var,at ion for 
-- tH 5 l'f"01!ucts 
!WPJE.: 11S.1?.78 . 
~---
. ,-) f'r,x l• i>tus scuvent prat1Ques et a1ns.1 representatifr. se.on Les n:e1 lleures est1mat1ons des experts des Etats l'iei:ebres, du aarch• 
:. ,~tt ro l r d<' <:~aQ·Je Etat ,,,e,.,bre 
·,r;ces ost fre-o,.'t'ntly charg~d and thus representative of the oil market ;n each Kember State,according to the best estieates of 
the nat vnal ~xo,rts. 
:2> Prix a ,a.pc,.,pc, Pu,-,p price 
,:!) ~rix ~our livra;-son c!e 2,0CO i 5.oro L1trn. Prices for deliveries of 2 CCO to 5,COO Litres. 
:r.> .F•ix ~l)ur l1vrai,cn in!eri~ure a 2CCO tor>ncs oar eois ou inferieure ~ 2!.c:o tonrts par an .-Prix franco consoa•ateura • 
.;f"rict's f'lr oi!takt"s cf lf'SS than 2,CCO tor-s per i::cnth or lf'SS than 24,0'::l tt:'"":S per year. Oeliv!'red consu:aer Prices. 
:5) l,a r~;·cr .. ,t- r~!:ultc d'unt· . .Po,..1Cratio,, des o·.:antit!"s ccnsc:- .. 0 cs de cha-:·i'~C' prcd:..it CO""!Ce:-ne au cours de L'ar .. c~ 1980 
The re~ult of wi,~ting u,~ prices of the products conccrntd by the quantities consumed during the period 1980 
t•> rri, r.a1 1"'8\oil•' tr.a1:1,r..,l!I orices 
.... -·-·· ..... -··-----·-----
,'\l'eOt, CAf d'-approvbfonneaent an brut de la COlllmunaut• 
:?l:Jf ust of'tGMVt'lft:, cruCM otl supplies. 
Pria au 





Price H at Stptnber 19111 
Evolution CZ> 
30.11.81/15.12.71 I 154,50~ 
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Brussels, 17th December 1981. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 126 
7'/ I'), 'I/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the Latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a Longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications fo~ 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 1C4% 
compared with previous week -2,81% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
cit supplies C,aoc@ SJ 
KOMMISSIOI\EN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOt.MSSION DER EI.R)PAJSQEN GEMEt-JSCHAFTEN J 
COMMSSIC)N <1R:>11115~1$~-~ DES ~S ElRJPEENIES - ~(Jr;f'I EYPOflAIKQN KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIOf\E bELU COM.NTA EUROPEE---~ VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN ---------
~- METHODOLOGY __J 
The Commission Oil Bulletin indicates 
1. Each week 
a) the indicative level of the most representative pre-tax consumer prices in 
each Member state and for the Community as a whole, for the following principal 
oil products and consumer types : 
premium and regular gasolines and automotive gasoil, at the pump; 
heating gasoil, for deliveries of 2000 to 5000 litres; 
residual fuel oil (maximum sulphur content) delivered prices for (small) 
consumers with offtakes of less than 2000.metric tons per month or less 
than 24.000 metric tons per year. 
These price levels are indicated in national currencies (Table 1) and in current 
dollars (Table 2). In the latter case, the bulletin also indicated for the 
Community as a whole, the percentage change from mid December 1978 in the 
price of each product, and in the average for all the products considered 
weighted according to their consumption during a given period. 
b) the cif cost level of Community crude oil supplies, calculated at the 
date of landing (Table 3). This is a weighted average which includes 
Community produced crude oils consumed within the producing member state 
and based on the actual structure of Community supply and the prices 
actually paid for the crude oils concerned (i.e. including both rebates and 
premia). Data for this calculation are obtained in the main, from the monthly 
declarations made under the Community system for the registration of crude 
oil imports. 
2. Each Month 
Average ruling prices (and the taxes and duties applicable) in national currency 
for principal oil products in each member state as at the 15th of the previous 
month (Table 4). For the same date, this table also shows the rates of 
exchange against the dollar and the European Unit of Account to facilitate 
comparison, if desired, between Member states. 
3. Each Quarter 
The level in current dollars, and the indexed evolution since the first quarter 
of 1977 (Fourth quarter 1978 = 100), of the ~verage CIF price of crude oil supply 
for each Member state and for the Community as a whole. 
These average CIF prices, obtained through application of a 1976 Council 
Directive and a Commission implementing decision of 1977 on price transparency, 
are derived from oil company declarations received by the Commission via 
Member states; these data cover at least 85 % of crude oil imports and include 
local crude production. Average quarterly costs for each type of crude are 
weighted by the quantities actually supplied using the official market rates 
of exchange to obtain the most representative supply cost indications. 
Finally table 6 shows, by Member Country and for the Community, the imported 
supply cost of the main petroleum products. This cost figure is also 
available in accordance with the requirements of Community documents on the 
transparency of the prices mentioned above. 
J 
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. d l\iv~a·•• •,-.,HcatHs ,.,~~~,.,adai:-,s ciH p~h ~ors taxes i ta · conso::::::atio:, ,n :-:,a,..ai,s Mtior-ales (1) 








(Tableau h,:XSo~•d•lrt) Prh 111 Prices as at I 7.12~81. 
nBLEAU 
TABLE 1 
Ess,r,ce super _,Essence r.ornalt .GasoH moUur '· Gasoi l chaufhg• Fuel Residual NT: 
. Pr,.,;u,., gasoline Regular ;asollnt Autcnot,ive _11asoH Hutir,g gasoH Residual Fuel-Oil I 
1CCO l. 10CO l. 1000 l. 1000 t-.-- TOMI 
(2) ~ (2) .(2) (3)' (4) 
·-
-
!Selpi~e (Fl).•. 14.(140 .. " 15.240 13.118 . -- 11 .863 1.,28 
:a.,::arlt (l>IC) 2.S9S 2.530 2.425 2.290 1.555 
:~:.;:s:h~end (OIi) 775 729 735 669 445 
' !!:~~.s (DR) 25.366 23.435 16. 162 16.162 10.002 
~ra:,ce (FF) 1.99S,60 1.905,SO 1. 778;20 1.704,60 1.142 
?.58~46 2S3,85 . 237,39 
y 210,70 
' 
163,58 : re t.:e,d Cl rish It) 
.:;_ 
?taUa (Lire) ~ 414.920 • -38S.260 ··380.220 .. 364.164 236.47? 
1.1:uc:~o"rg (FL) 14.010 1.3:.1ao. 12;s10 . 11 .890 7.271 
11:e<:" lend (Fl) 920,61 864,67 823,75 761 ,ao ·· · 
.. S08·, 12 
'...""itcd KinEdo• er 181;20 17S,50 186,10 Hl8,SO. "14,30 
C> trix le olus sow~n~ -~r~tiQuis et 1insi reprisentatifs,sll.on les r.,,ll,ures esti1:1ations des experts des Euts 11,1:1bres, du •archf 
~ttrolier c, chao~~ £tat ~,~~re 
rrices nost fr~o~~ntly cha~ed ·and thus representative, of the oil &1rket in each 11,ob•r State, according to tht btst 
es~ie,at,s of t~e national exp,rts. 
Cl) Frix• la poltpe 
Fu,:o~ price 
(~) ~ri• peur livraiso~ ~< 2.00C a 5.000 Litres 
rrices f~r d•liveri~s of 2,COO to 5,CCO Litres 
(4) rri1 i:,our livraisc"5inf~ricuresi 2c:o ton.,es par 11ois ou foUri,ures! 24.00:, tonnes par an. -Pda franco conso,.:nateurs. 
Prices for offta,es of l~ss than 2,CCO tons per month or less tha 24,COO t~ns per year. Delivered ConsU11tr Prices. 






ir P"af"'Cf ! 
Irclal'd i 
:tali• I I 
lu1r111bourg I 
l\tdf'rlar,d I 
~-ited Ki~9(10111 l. 
C.E. E. 
E.E.C. 
a>,,~yenn, /av"age (5) 
!:)\ariation moyennt % 
aoerage variation X 
: .. "..2..,8\ /1S.12.78 
r,; veaux indi cat ifs h•bdomadai res des prh hors taxes ~ la conson:'"at br, ,., dollars courents 
\l~•·kly ·indicativ, consumer priet. levels inc rr,nt dollnrs. Tax t \'! d..:ties excluded (1) 
Prix au • 
Prices as at • 7• 12 •81 
: 
Esstncr. SUP" Enen" normale Gasoil moteur 
Prfmiu~ gasoline R,gular gasoline Aut~motive gaso•l 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 
(Zi (2) (2) 
370,lS 349,06 345,84 -
300,29 351,26 336,68 
!47,76 ~27,12 329,81 
450,31 .. 416,03 I 286,91 :v,i.,so 338,83 , 16,lS I. '1 ,62 404,28 378,CJ6 
:.~ .99 322, 19 I !17.97 
;6C ,36 347,48 "'2Q,81 
:77 ,88 354,92 ~3S,12 
353, 49 .. 342,37 363,0S 
I 
"355 , o5 336,01 ,n,9S 




















c1.ariation moycnne su 
'.~s 5 produits 104X r 



















I ~-L\~roducts ~·-•..:..'._: • /15.12.78 
f . 'l 'rl1 les plus souvent prat1ques et a,nsi repr,s~n:at;f~ sdon l,s ~e , lcures estinatio s aes experts des Etats Membr,s, du marcht 
: cetroller de chaque Et~t mernbr• 
j ~rices most freourntly charged and thus r,pres,ntative .of the oil mark,t in each ~ember State,a:c~rding to th• b,st ,stimat,s of 
!"'e rfational ttxpe,rts. 
t : ) , • i I b la pompe. Pur,p pr i ct 
:l :·ix pour llvraison de 2.000 a 5.0no Li res. Pricu . for deliv,, i~s of 2 DCCI to 5,000 Litres. . 
-l ··,,pour l1vra1 son ,nfer,eure a 2~00 tonnes par ~o,s ou ,nfrr,eur~ a 2,.000 tonnes pa• an~ ~r•, franco consommateurs. 
•rices for olftJkes of les s than ?.,000 to~s ~er r,~n t h or le ;s than 24,000 sens per y~ar. Del,v•red C•• sumer Prices. 
- ~~ :..J r..J)'(' n"e rr~ultc d'unr pondCration de-.; qua"ltitl!s consom.,,n~s de cha:,uc prod~it concerne au cc.ursdE l 'a ;'tnec 1980 
!-, resul t of w~ighting the orice, of t~e oroducts concerned by the q~antities consu~ed du•ing I e period 19~0. 
max 1maux/P'.ax ;rrua pri cc.:; 
CoOt · CAF d'1pprovisionn,ment .,, brut de l1 Conunautt 
Clf cost ot Community crude oil sup·pl ies. 
Prh au 15.12.711 
Price u at .. 
Pris au septe11bre 
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BULLETIN PETROLI~R CEE NO. 126 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO! 126 
Prix C.A.F. 111oyens ·de l'apprOvisionnement·en p,trol brut de la Communaut~ 
en S par ba ri l • 
Average C.I.F. pri~~s of Community supplies of crude oil in S per barrel. 





4e Tri111 78 • 
4th Q 78 13,95 13,92 14,04 14,19 
13,88 13,29 13.,84 13,83 13,87 
,e Trim. 79 1, 
1st Q 79 14~70 15,12 15,12 
14,84 14,80 14,29 15,01 14,85 14,81 
2e Trim 79 16,65 18,20 18,44 17, 11 16,.65 16,71 17,36 17,82 17 ,48· 2nd Q 79 . . 
3e Trim 79 ' 
3rd Q 79 20,10 22,42 
. 22,35 21,32 20,16 20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 
' 
4e Tri• 79 22,47 24,75 25,61 24,18 4th Q 79 23, 11 23,12 . 
24,20 24,05 24,20 
1e Trim .80 28,S'4 ' 
1st Q. 80 27,98 31,92 · 31,90 30,63 
29,50 30,20 30,78 30,56 
2e Trim 80 30,47 33,28 33,51. 32,38 31,10 31,20 32,06 33,25 32,45 2nd Q 80 
' 
3e Trim 80 
3rd Q 80 - 34,64 34,63 33.,90 
32,19 32,69 33,76 34,21 33,85 
4e Trim 80 
-
35,24 35,44 35,25 ' 33,49 33,69 35,16 34,95 34,92 
.4th Q 80 I 
1e Trim 81 - · 38,50 38,40 37,30 35,90 36,85 , 36,70 37,58 37,45 
· 1st Q 81 
e . 
2 Trim 81 
-




3 Trim 81 • I ' ..; : 34,69 35,64 36,41 '35,52 35,38 35,01 35,65 3rd Q 81 I 
(1) . e , Base 4 Trimestre 1978 = 100 
Basis 4th Quarter 1978 = 100 
J 
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PRESSE·MEDDEULSE • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRESSE •PRESS-RELEASE• INfDRMATIDN A LA PRESSE 
ANAKOINDIH flA TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDEUNG AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 7 January 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 127 Lj'it?: '-ti 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 
736 60 00 Ext. 3450). 
J Weekly summary: f Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for pr,ncipal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEME~N . 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMM1SSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EllfTPOllH TON EYPOllAfKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
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FM t. -.. ,_.,._=--"'-··· --~--1-'"----------'"'l'---K~veau• ~rdicatifs ~e~donadaires des p~i• ~ors taxes l la conso::::ation en ~o~~airs rrtiorales C1) 
veekly tf'dicttive consumer price levet, in rational currencies. Ta• and dutiei excluded <1> 
IU.BLEAU TABLE l : .. -I 













Heati, g gasoil 
11JQ0 l-.-
Fuel Rtsiduat HTSI 
Residual 11:cl ·Oil 1d 
<Z> (2) _(2) 3) 
TOMf I 
(4) - • I 








ICeder llnd ( Fl> 






















































(1) Pria le Plus se,.-vent pratiquis et 
pttrolier de chaQ~e Etat ne~~re 
ainsi representatifs,stl.onles meilleures esti~ations des exerts des Etats "eabres, du aarch• 
Prices aost froQ'~ently cha"!led and thus representative, of the oil market in each "eober State, according to the best 
estinates of t~e national experts. 
(Z) F'ria l la po•pe 
,~ price· _ 
(3) Pria pcur Livraiscr., de 2.00C • 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,COO to 5,000 litres 
(4) F'rh pour Hvraisons inferieures l 2000 tonnes par mois ou inHrieures l 24.000 tonnes par '"· ·P ix franco consOl!ltlltteurs. 
Prices for offtakes of Less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,COO tons per year. Del; ered ConsU11er Prices. 
<•> Pr.ix ux;aaux/aax;aua pr;ces 
(Tableau hebdoaeda1re) 
N;veaux ir,dtcatiis hebdo~adaires des prix hors taxes• la conso~mat1on eh dollars courants 
Weekly ;nditative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and dut~es excluded (1) 
Prix au : 14.12.1981, 















Fuel Residual MTS 














a>i:,:,yenne /average (5) 
HVariat ion •oyenne I 
average variation I 
V...12..8.:I /15.12.78 
,e)',·ariat ion moyenne su1 
les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
a~l 5 pr·oducts 







































































.1) rru les plus souvent pratiQues et 11ns.i repr4sentat, flt, sa.on les me, l leures est ,mat ,ons des ex~erts des Etats Pleobres, du aarcht 
prtrolier de chaque Etat membre 
rrices most freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State,according to the best esttaates of 
the national experts. 
2> Prix a la pompe. Pu~p price , 
-~> rr;x pour 1;vraison de 2.000 i 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres • 
.:.i r,;. po11r Uvra;son inf~deure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure a 2l_ooo tonnes par an.- P ix franco conso••ateur1. 
,r;ccs for offtakcs of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Del iv red tonsU111er Prices. 
5) la 1roycnne rcsu l tc d 'une pondc!rat ion des quant i tes tonsom•"'cs de ct,aquc prc,de;i t concern!! au I ours du 
( )T~e .resul: of w1cl"lghiing thf price, of the products tonterned by the quan-tities consumed during he period·~·::. · • rr1a aax1aaux ax1aua pr1ces • •• 
to0t· CAF d1,pprovi1fonneatnt en brut de la Coaaunaut• 
ClF cost of COtlllun1ty crude oil 1up~lie1. 
Prix au 
Priu as at. 
15.12.78 
Prix IU 
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PRISSl·MIDDIULSI • MITTHLUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfORMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
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Brussels, 14 January 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 128 1'11'7. 'II 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin ~ 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories repo~ted are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
j Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
10> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
201 Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSK)NEN FOR .DE EURO~ISKE F/E:LLESSKABER - KOMM1SS10N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 







~lgiqu~ (FB) 15.000 
3n::iark (KO) 2.886,56 
eutschland (DM) 681,66 
~las Cdr) 14.634 
ranee (ff) 2.124,40 
r-e!..and <I.() 237,96 
~alia (Lire) 538.080 
l.xer.:bourg (FL) 8.030 
e:jcrland (FL) 856,15 
• It. irigdoia <O 185,70 
Taxes 
~lgique (FB> 1.818 
ari .... ark (KO) 920,82 
?;Jtschland COM) 102,815 
,las Cdr) 2.138 
ranee (ff) 471,40 
:eland <I .O 15,30 
~ali3 (Lire) 64 .148 
j.;"-=~~ourg (FL) 940 
t::~r-land (FL) 178,87 
io k. 1 n')do!II Cf) 7,70 
Prix de vente des orodui~s o~troliers en ~onnaies na!ionales 
Selling Prices of Petroleu~ Products 1n National Currencies 
Essence Super 
Premiu'ft Gasoline 













Prix aoyens pratiou~s au J~~10.1981 
Average of prices ruling as at ti.tq~\981 
Essence Normale 
Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 
Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Sel Ung Pdce Without Taxes Selling Price 
28.000 14.820 12.280 27.100 
5.360 2.872,14 ?.407,86 5.280 
1.492,10 675,83 765,57 1.441,40 
40.000 12.565 23.435 36.000 
4.120· 2.004,20 1.905,80 3.910 
469,49 237,25 253,87 491,12 
930.000 532.740 362.260 895.000 
21.600 7.940 17.760 20.700 
1.828 846,08 915,92 1.762 
366,50 185,20 174,90 360,10 
Gasoil Chauffage ( 2) Heating Gasoil 
Fuel Lourd HTS(]) 
Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L Tonne 
Hors Taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors Taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
10.692 12 .510 - 6.767 6.767 
2 .189, 18 3.110 410 1.533 1.943 
647,10 749,98 15 452,81 467,81 
16. 162 18.300 368 10.002 10.370 
1.704,60 2 .176 5 1.118 1.123 
210,35 225,65 15,92 162,61 178,53 
372 .684 386.832 1.000 236.071 237,071 
10.900 11 .840 100 7.271 7.371 
772,80 951,67 15,08 532,32 547,40 
182,20 189,90 8,01 113,44 121,45 
\ C1> ?rix a la ~o~~e/Pu,> price 
Taxes 
8.298 









Tabl~au 4 Table 
Gasoil "oteur 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Hors taxes Pd x de vente 
Without taxes Selling Price 










1 S • 36,9250 FB - 7,0930 CD - · 
2,2G35 OM.- 5,4730 FF -
1,175,50 Lires - 2,4345 FL• 
0,537~ ~ angl.- 0,6228 ~;rt 
1 ECU • 
UCE 
40,7711 FB - 7,83180•CD -
2,43301 OM - 6,10931 FF -
1.297,94 Lires -
2,68807 Fl - 0,593474~ang 
0,68773S ~ irl. -
61,5679 DR. 
l CZ) ~ivr-aisc~s ~e 20~~ ~ 50~0 L/Deliveries of 2,0CO to 5,000 L. 
: <3> Li~r-aiscns de mcins de 2C~O tonnes par ~ois e: de ~oi~s de 24.000 tonnes par an/ off~a~es of less than 2,000 tons per 
~---=---- -~:- . . __ .. ·-·- ~ . :..---· -·· ·-. month ~,. less than 24,000 tons per year. ___ .. . ~ 
t - ,...,...~--a.:-~-::·· -~·_-.:.·.- . .. ..- .. s:. c·,.. -
I 
i 
If ·-·· ----------------~~veaux ~~dica:i!s ~e~~e~adaires o~s p~;a ~ors taxes A la consc~~atie~ en ~~~~2i~s ~:t;c~ales (1) 
W~e\ly 1nd;cative cc,r,sumer prjce Level, ;n rational currencies. Tax end dut;es excluded (1) 











Fuel Residual HTS Pr,.,;u,., gasoline 
1CCO l. 
Regular sasoline Autcnot;ve gasoil Ruidual Fuel -Otl H 
1000 l. 
(2) (2) 
Belgique CFa>* 13.640 12.920 
·Ca-rk COX) 2.555 2.490 
teutschlend CDN) 733 685 
EllH (DR) 28.296 26.364 
France (ff) 1.995,60 1 .905,80 
!relc:,d <Jrish It) 258,46 253,85 
Jt11lh CLfre> •• 414.920, 385.260 
Luxec:~ourg CFL) 14.010 13.180 
.. 
. t:eoer lend (Fl) 869,76 822,30 





































(1) Pr;x le olus sc~'Vent p~aticuis et ainsi representatifs,saonles meilleures estimations des experts des Etats "ec:bres, du marcht 
~ttrolier de c~a~~e Etat rer~re 
Prices most frcc~ently char.ged and thus representative, of the oil market in each Neober State, according to the best 
esti,,ates of t~lf national experts. 
(2) 
(3) 
F'rix i la Po•Pf 
F'ur~ price 
Prix pcur livra;son de 2.00C • s:ooo litres 
Pr;cu for dellver;es of 2,CCO to 5,COO Litres 
(4) F'rla pour livraiso!"S ;nfer;eur" i 20::0 tonnes par r.:ois ou inftrieures I 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prh franco conso,..,ateurs. 
Pr;ces for of~takes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,COO tons per year. Delivered ConsU'ller Prices. 
<•> Pr;x aaxiaaux/aax;muM prices 
. N;veeux inOi,a~ii:. ;1ebUumoJcai~~~ ..!es pr)"X·hurs· .. taxc:-·,4;-t'il-::,r:;::;;=,J~~:n e~ ~': 1.t!~s coure~ts 














a>,,,oyenne I average (5) 
t:>Variat ;on moyenne X 
average var;ation X 
f, •• 1.~2• /15,12.78 
.c>'Jarht ion moyenne sur 
ies 5 produHs 
Avera~e variat;on for 



















Pdces as at 













TABLEAU 2 4. 1 .82 TABLE 
Gaso; l moteur Gasoil chauffage 
Auto~otive gasoil Huting gasoil 






314,39 301 ,67 
377,94 335,45 
318,97 305, 50 -





I 102x I 
Fuel Res;dual HTS 















.1> rria Les plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi repr4sentatif$. se.on Les meHleures estimat;ons des nperts~dis Etats Membres, du marcht 
petrol;er de chaQue Etat membre 
Fr;ces most freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market ;n each "e•ber State,accord;ng to the best estimates of 
the nation~l e•perts • 
. ?) Prix a la pompe. Pu~p price 
:3> rrix pour livraison de 2.000 i 5.000 Litres. Prices for deL;veries of 2,00, to 5,000 Litres. 
-~, •rix pour livraison inferieure a 2CCO tonnes par moh ou inferieure i 24.CCO tonnes par an.- Prix franco consOt1mateurs. 
rrices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year, Delivered Consumer Prices. 
:s> La moyenne resulte d'une ponderat;on des Quantites consommAe. de chaquc prod~it concerne au cours de l'a1.nee 1980. 
Tne _result of weig~ting th~ price• of the products concerned by the Quar>titics consumed during the period 1980. (•) Fr1x •a•~•aux/max,mu• pr1ces 
TABLEAU 3 TABLE I ··- · .:...~~ 
CoOt CAF d'1pprovi1ionne••nt en brut de le Coamunautt 
CJF cost of Community cru~e oil sup·pt in. 
Prh au 
Price H 1t. 
Prix au 












TALSMAN)ENS GRl.ffE - SPRECtERGRl.FPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GAOlff 
CA,!,AAA EKnPOIOllO'( TYl10V - GRLffO DEL PQRTAl,()CE - BlR:AI.J VAN OE VltOOR~FMOI..E 
•• • • •• •• •• • ••••• •• • • • • • ••••• • •• • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
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PRISSl·IIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN Ill PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
IIIIDINDIH na TON TYDI • INF ORMAZIONI Alli STAI PA • IIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 21 January 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 129 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the COtlllission, gives the latest 
available date r~lat;ng to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over ti•e of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
'Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reporJed are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
.\ Weekly summary : : I Evolution (in X> of Co•unity indications for : 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 1 
compared with previous wee~ 
zo> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROMalSKE ~LLESSKABER - KOIMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEM 
COtlMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COiMSS10N DES EINSCHAFTEN COMMISSIOl'-E DELLE COll,U,ITA EUROPEE _ COMMSSE VAN DE ~~NNES - EfllTPOfl-t TON EYPOrW<ON K01NOTHTQN 
' 
' 
~;~eaux ;r~;cati~s ~e!ldonadaires des p~ix ~ors taxes 6 la conso::atic" en l"On~aies rr3•orales <1> 
veekly indicative consUDer price levels in ,..tional currenciei. Tax and ~ies eacluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdOt1adalre) Prh 1U Prlcu as at 
.. 1~_~_su_u_u _ 1 ___ r 
11.1.1911. 
' .. 
Esse,;ce super Essence r.ornale .Galon moteur .. &asoil chauffaO- Fuel Residual llff0 
. Pre"liUl'I gasol IN Regular ,asollN Autci,otive gasoll Heatir,g gasoll ResiduaJoi::l,OU K . -
1COO l. 1CCO l. 1000 l. 1000 t-.-
. CZ> (2) .CZ~ (3). (4) 
·--
. Belgique CFB>rr 13.640 ... .,, 12.920 13.422 12. 162 .. 
-
: .7AZ39 . 
Drmark (DIC) 2.595 2.530 2.6()0 
' 
2.395 1.565 
Ceuts:hl11nd CDIO 725 675 717 691 450 
Ellas (DR) 21.296 ' 26.364 17.131 17.131 ,Cl.132 
rrance (FF> 2.011 1.992,20. - 1.809,70 1.721 1.102 
IrelandUrhh l) 2~8,61 . 253,97 . 228,96 210,00 
' 
150,53 • .. 
italia (Lire) ~414.920 ·' 385.~60 ··380.220. • 364.164 229.600 ~ 
- . . 
Lu11e11::1:!cn.:rg (FL) . 12.170 f2,200 
. . . 
12;830 ~ 12.200 7.208 
t.:eaer lend (FU 869,76 .. 822,30 122,06 759,IIJ·· 501,27. 
!.'nitcd Kini;dOII! Cl 171,70 165,90. 113,10 180,30 •• . 113,00 
(1) Prix le olus sc~-vent pratlc;uis et ainsi representatifs,slll.onle1 meilleures esticiations des experts des·Etats "eabres, du .. rchf 
pttrol ;er de c~aQ:.:e Etat ne,.!lre ., 
Prices nost frcc~•"tly cha<9ed and thu• representative, of the oil market In each Reaber State, according to the belt 




F'rh 6 la poa,pe 
Fu~ price . 
Prix pcur livraiso" de Z.OOC 6 5.000 Litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,CCO to 5,CCC Litres 
f'rix pour livraisonsinferieure,6 2000 tonnes par mols ov inftrleuresl 24.000 tonnes par ... ·Prt.. franco cons-attvl'I. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,COO tons per year. Deliver.«! consumer Prices. 
Frix •••i•aux/aaxiau• prices 
.. Niveaux indicatlfa hebdoindaire• kl· prb hors taxes a L8 COnS011l111H1on en OUH••·• ,.uu, .,, •• · 
Weekly indicative consumer price. levels in current dollars. Tex and duties excluded (1~ • 
(Tableau hebdomadaire) Prix au Prices u at 11.1.12. 
TABLEAU 
TAl.'LE 
Essence super Essence no,..le Gasoil 110teur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Preaiu• gasoline Regular gasoline AutOftlotive gasoll Heating gasoH Residual Fuel Oil I 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. TOMe 
(2) (2) I (2) (3) - (4) 
ailgique • 352,31 333,72 346,68 314,14 186,98 
Danaerk 349,62 340,86 350,30 322,68 210,85 
Deutsch land 318,75 296,76 315,?3 · 306,88 197,84 
Ellas 486,43 453,2~ 294,61 .?94,l,1, 186,2~ 
France 349,68 333,25 313,74 299;51 191;os 
lrelard 401,75 394,54 355,69 _326,23 
.. 
233,15 
Italia 341,14 3i6,76 312,61 299,41 1aa,11 
l.uHabourg ,32,42 315, 12 331,39 • • 315,12. 186,11 
Nederland 348,95 3?9,90 329,81 304,13 201, 11 




al11oyenne /average (5) .. 338,31 ·' 313,54 309,82 310,32 196,76 
-
l:lVariation 111oyenne % 
761 711 781 ·1141 1061. average variation I ' 
1.1 ... 1 JI?. /15.12.78 
.oclVariat ion 11oyenne su, I I I . les S produHs 981 Average variation for 





• !S.H.78 • 
----
.1> Pru plus souvent pratiques et aina.i reprl!sentatifli> as.on les aeilleures estiaat,ons des experts des Etats Meabres, du aarchf 
p~tr, r de chaque Etat aembre 
Pric. ·ost freouently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each "ember State,according to the best estlutes of 
t~, ~ ,nal experts. 
:21 Pri.. ,a pompe. Pu111p price 
:~) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 6 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litre,. 
:4) Prix pour livraison inf~ri~ure a 2000 tonnes par 110is ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes par an ~Prix franco conso,u,ateura. 
Prices for off takes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consumer Prices. 
:5> La moyrnn~ rcsulte d'une pondefation . des quantites consom••es de chaque prcd~it concern~ au cours d~ l'annte 1980. 
The_ resul~ of 111:ig~t ing ti.le. price• of the products concerned by the quantities consueed during the period .\t'tQ. 
<•> Fr,. max, maux /Max 111um pr,1 ces 
-----------------=Jzt..._;:_::::~:::=:_A_U_J3L---·-·· 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionneaent an brut de la c-nautf 






Price H at Octobal" 1981, 
Evolution Cl> 







TALSMMOENS GRUPPE - SPRECHEAGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GAOi.PE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
CAMt:.A EKnPOrOll(J( TYf10Y' - GRlPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE V\OOROVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·.
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• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH flA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
I 
Brussels, 28 January 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 130 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers.that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
inter~ational price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories repo~ted are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : j Evolution (in%) of Community indications for: 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax pric~s 
for principal oil products C1~ble 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMU'JITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES ElJ'IOPEENNES - EmPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMlNTA EUROPEE - COM\11SSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
I 
~---,::=1-===------_..-=----------~~===~~~--~--;-:-~~~~~~~~~~~i:;;;;;.;;.:..:-_f---
,.~,·~a·.;• ~r~;citi'!s ,...e:!>~o~adai r~s d~s p~i• !'lors ta,:t-s l lll cc:nsc,~::-;:.t ic:i en t"On~e;,s :-;: ;er-ales (1) 
\ieeltly 
0
ir,dfcttfve Ct''ISC.'llle·, pl"ice level, in ratit',-al cvrrenc;es. Tu and duties ucludtd (1) 
Prh au 
Pr~tn as at 
: 18.1.82. 
. ,T,.BLEAU 1 
· TABLE I 
., 
· Esser,ce sup,·,. 
Prt"liu~ gasoline 
1COO l. 
Esstrce r.ornalt -Ga~oil r.:oteur ,, Gasoil chauffage Futl Rtsidual I 
R~;utar ;asoline Autc~otfve ;asoil Heat ;,,g gasoll Residual Fc.-cl ·01; 
1CCO l. 1000 l. 1000 l.·· Tonn, 
(2) (2) .(2) (3) (4) . -
l!el{li'3Ut (Fl)* 13.640 12,920 , .. 13,422 · ..... 12 .162 7.239 
:ar,"lark (DK) 2.595 2.530 Z.600 2.395 1.565 
:,uu:h t11nc! (Dfl) 717 667 726 703 450 : 
t,tH (DR) ?8.296 •, 26,364 17 •. 138 17.138 10.832 
• r1nct (FF) ?.017 ~1Jl2)o 1,809,70. 1.728 1.102 




· 385.260 "380.220 · 364.164 229,331 
t~.200 12.830 • 12.200 7.?08 
805,35 839,01 777,80 510,48 
164, 10 183,10 18(1,30 •. 117,80 
' Halla (Lire> ·~14,920 l 
Lunc:l:ourg (fl,) 12,870 
i 
I 11:eoerllnd (Fl) 852 ,81 ·:,.;tcd Kinc;do11 (f 169,80 
<~> Pril lt olus sewtnt ;:,ratic:uls tt ainsi ,-ep,-esentatHs,stl.on les r.:ei lleures estii:,ations des· experts dts Etats "eebrn, du •archf 





Pr;c,s ,.,ost frec· .. t,,tly cha,,.,d and thus ,ep,-esentative, of the oil market tn each lleDb,,. Stat,, accol"ding to tht bt1t 
es~:~ates oft,~ r.ation1l ••Pert,. 
<2> r,-1. • la poape 
ru,..., prict 
(3) Pria peur livl"aison de 2.0C~. 5:COO Lftrtl 
Prices for del;veries of 2,CCO to 5,COO Litrt• 
c,, rria pour livraisol"Ginferie~resA 20CO tonnes par eois ou inff,-feu,."t 2,.000 tonnes par 1n. ·Pri• franco con1°"""1tevr1. 
(t) 
Pr;ces for of~:akes of less than 2,000 tons per month ol" less t~an 2,,coo tons per year. Delivertd Cons111e1" Pric,,. 
"••i•u• pr~ce,/pr;x aaxiaau• 
N1veaux 1no1cat1TS neooomaoa1r~s oes pr1x nors taxes~ \I ~un1cr.mat1on en OO\\ars cuurants 
Weekly ind;cative consumer price levels in current d~llars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadaire) Prix au Prices as It 10.1.82 
TABLEAU 
TAl!LE 2 
Essence super Essence normale r.asof l moteur Gasoil chauffage Fut'l Residual 
Pr,~;um gasolfr.e Regular gasoline Automotive gasofl Heating gasoil Residual Fuel 
1000 t. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
l'rl91que * 34f,54 328,25 341,00 308,99 •P.:,,~·1 
r.anmuk 344,16 335,54 344,82 317 ,63 2('7 ,'.,5 
D<utschland 31C',49 288,84 314,39 304,43 194,117 
El las 478,75 445,60 789,66 289,~6 183,(18 
lra,.ce "!.4!,67 3?7,51 308,34 294,4l · •87,76 
Iri lard 395, 73 388,63 350,35 321,34 230,!4 
Italia 335,83 . 311,82 307,74 294, 75 185 ,M 
lu.,.mhourg ~76,98 309,95 375,96 ~C9,95. 183,13 
l;~(!Hlar,d 337,14 318,38 331,69 307,49 2(11,l:1 
1:ni t'"d Kir.P(!OII 317 ,32 ' .. 306,67 342,17 351 ,89 ?10,t.o I 
c.e.E. I E.E,C. 
~>.,,oyenne /averag, (5) .. 331,16 306,08 316,45 306,49 193,94 
l)Varfat ion moye~r,e % 
average variation% 72% 67% 82% 112% 1031 
.,, .. ,_a: 115.12.78 
cr:~ridt ior, moyenne sur ' 
lrs 5 produits L 96% I Avera~~ variation for 





-------! ;1> f·ru les r,lus souvent prat1ques et 11ns1 repr~sentatif,;. sci.on les 111cnlleurts est1111at1ons des experts du Etats Mer,bres, du 11ar:h• 
I pftrolier de chaque EUt me111bre 
l Prices most frt'ourntly charged and thus representativt of the oil aarket in each Mellbel" St1te,1cco1"ding to the best estfa1te1 of the national experts. 
':?)Prix~ ta pomr,e. Pul'lp price i :!> Prix pour ti·,raisor de 2.000 a 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. 
I •> r,;, pour l ivr,,i•.oro ir,f.-ri~ure a 2t'OO tonnt's pa• mois ou inferieure a 2£.000 tonnes par an.- Prix franco consOMflateurs. !'rice~ for off takes of less th4n 7,000 to~s per mor,th or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consuaer Prices. 
:5> La moyenr,e «•suit~ d'un,· pond~rat;on d~s quantites consom••l!s d~ chaquc prodi.it concerne au cours cfo l'anr•e• 1980. 
T"t rc5ult of weighti11g th~ pric~• of the products concerned by the qU"&n,il'ies cons1111ed during the period 19 80, 
''
<•> I'. ri • aaxi•auxl•axiau• p-iccs 
Cout CAF d'approvisior,nement en brut de la co .. unaut• 
CH ,ost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
Prix IU 













TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECI-EAGRU'PE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GAOi.PE OU PORTE-PAROLE 
Ol,Af,,A EKnPOrOllOY TYl10\' - GAlJ'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
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PRISSl·MIDDIULSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 4 February 1982 
OIL BULLETIN NR. 131 L;'-//?, 1/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development ;n the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin t 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures giv•n in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. The1 permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of. 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it 1s 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories repor;ted are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
meth09i of distribut;on which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 235.34.JQ,> 
J Weekly summary: f Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> we;ghted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP.tEISKE F.tELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. 
COMMISSK)N OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENt--ES - EfllTPOnH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSK)NE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

• 
-=~·~~~.- -~;;,;,,,,,--:-·-;; CJ 
. 
~i~e•u• ir~;ca:i~s ~e~~o~adaires des p•lx hors taxes • la consc~~atlon en ~or.~eies ~ttior.ales (1) . 
Weekly ll'dlcatlvt cons11mer price levels In rational currenc;es. Tax and dut;es excluded (1) 
. 
-:-. 
I -TABLEAU . ' 1 ~ . TABLI! . ~ 
.. Prix 111 
. <Tableau hebdo,adalrt) I 25.1.82. 
··, Pr;ces as at . -· 
Ess,,;c, super Essence noraale . Gasoil motevr .. Gasoil chauffage ;uel Residual HTS 
. Preniu,,, ga&e1llne le;ular gasoline. Autcnotive gasotl Heatirg 91sotL Ruidual FucL·OIPI 
-·-- ·- 1CCO l. 10CO L. 1000 L. 1000 t.- ) Tonilw 
. (2) (2) .<2> (3) (4~ • .• . :, 
. • 
• 
lelpiQUt (Fl>* 13.640 '. ... - 12.920 ·13~42"2 12.162 .' 7.~39 . , • • I 
,·. 
lla'leiark <DO 2.595 2.530 2.600 2.395 ::1.565 
Ce1.ts:li land (Dfl) 10I 651 726 691 450 
. 
. , EUH (DI) 28.296 26.364 17.131 17. 131 .A0'.832 
France (ff) 2.017 1.922,2~ 1.809,70 1.721 ~ . ,.,oz 




2Sll,61 2S3,97 228,96 21C,D0 150,53 
1t11lil (Lire) 2i14.920 315.260 -".580.l?20· 364.164 . 229.331 




· t:ecier lend (fl) . 852,81 805,35 839,01 
.. 
.... 
-777,icl .. 51Cf,41· 
I . 
!.'l>itcd Kin9dO!II (t 167,90 161,20 183, 10 188,0Q . ~2,60 






~ttrolier ~e c~a:r~~ Etat re~~rt · • 
Prices cost frcqJently cha'l;ed end thus represent,tivt, ~f the oil market ;n e,ch ftembtr Stitt, eccordf"I t• the~ 
es:;,.,atn o! t'lt "•Uon•L II•"'''• ' 
rr;• • la POIIPI' · 
Fu~o price • 
Prix pcur livrai~o" ~e 2.00C • 5.QOO Lttres 
Pr;ces for deliveries of 2,cco to 5,000 Litres 
rrh pour Uvraisons ;n!erieures • 20CO ionnes oar mols ou 
Prices for offtakes of less then 2,000 tons per aonth or 
tnfll"ieures I 24.000 tonn,,'(~ ,n. ·Prh frenco consomlttul'I. 
less t~an 24,COO tons p~,~ Delivered Consuaer Prices.• 
,·; 
Prix •axiaaux/maximum prices · .. · 
• -· - N'\'eaux ir,•Hcatits· llebdO'!'JJdaires des-prix--hors taxes· a la l' 
Weet~y indicative consumer price. levels ;n current dollars".:· 
on en dollars courants. 
duties excluded (1) ..• __ . 
TABLEAU Prix 1u z 
Prices 11 at : 25.1.1982. TABLE (Table,u hebdomadalre) .., 
.• 
Essence super Essence normale 
Rremium gasoline Regular 9asoline 
1000 l. 1000 l. 
GasoH moteur tl'r," 
Automotive gasot~~~ 



















alr.oyenne / average (5) 
HVariation moyenne I 
average variation% 
?S..\.&2. /15.12.78 
cJ'/ariation moycnne SU 
les 5 oroduits 
Average vari~tion for 




















382,88 345, 18 
"308,26 304,23 
307,90 323,30 , 
315,02 328, 18 





































~> Prix les plus souvent pratiques et ,,ns.i reprisentatif!lo sd.on les meilleures estima,·:7,;;; des experts des Etats llembres, du a,ilcki 
petrol;er de chaque Etat membre 
Prices most freouently charged and thus representetlve of the oil aarket in each Member State,accol"ding to t~e best estlaatel ef 
the national experts. -~ 
?>Prisa la pompe. Pump price 
~> Pr'• pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 Litres. ·Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. • 
;.) rrix oour I ivraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes per moil ou inferieure a 2£.000 tonnes par an •• Prix frenco consommatturs. 
rricc~ for ,,fftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tc:ms per year. Delivered Consumer Pdces. 
5> La ff'Dycnne resulte d'unc ponderation des Quantites consomm•cs de chaq~c prod.,it cor.cerne au cours d., l'arr.6, 1980. 
The ·esult of weighting the price• of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1980. 
~~. . 
a .. 1111au1/ •a •i•u• prices 
• 1 . . •. • 
to0t· CAF d'approv1si0Mtltnt en llrut de la C-unauU 
CIF cost of Co1111untty crud• o1l sup~liti. 
Prh au 
Price as at. 
Pril au 



















- --- - ... 
·--·-- ... 
Prix de vente des produits oetroliers en ~onnaie~ n~tionales . 
. "-! i..~~.1;Pri ces of Pet role:;-:, Products in Nat io~a L Currencies 
Prix moyens pratiaues au.\\ novembre 1981 
Average of prices ruling as at J~tb.~ovemoer 1981. 
Essence Super Essence Normale 
Premiu~ Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 l (1) 1000 L (1) 
Tabl'!'au 4 T~ble 
Gasoil l'loteur 
Auto~otive Gasoil 





Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
-



















• las Cdr) 
~arice <FF) 
~eland (I.O 
•~a: i a CL ire) 
- l-:'-:::i;-,urg (FL) 
;e;2~,.J~j (FL) 
































Gaso;l Chauffage (2) Heating Gasoil 
1000 L . 
Hors Taxes Prix de vente 











(1) Prix a la ~o-~e/P~-o pr;ce 
14.720 11.880 26.600 ~ 
2.854,10 ?.325,90 5.180 
671,55 732,65 1.404,20 
12.565 23.435 36.000 
2.004,20 1.905,80 3.910 
?37,26 253,84 491,10 
574.740 385.260 960.000 
7.920 13.180 21 .100 
843,03 898,97 1.742 
185,80 178,80 364,60 
Fuel Lourd HTS(]) 
Heavy Fuel HSC 
Tonne 
Taxes Hors Taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price 
- 7.074 · 7 .074 
410 1.553 1.963 
15 449,64 464,64 
368 10.002 10.370 
5 1.153 1.158 
15,92 157,86 173,78 
1.000 237.568 233.568 
1 (10 7.271 7.371 
15,08 516,12 531,20 
8,01 114,45 122,46 
(2) ~1vraisons de 2C~~ a 50~~ L/Oeliveries of 2,0CO to 5,000 L. 
8.390 
951,48 








~ .. ~< 
12 31~ 2.32A,5 2~JR8 
733,31 1.328,10 
16 .162 -
1. 778,20 3.050 
236,61 . : 406,30 





1 S • 37;4950 FB - 7,1960 CD p 
2,24 OM -.5,651~ FF -
1.195,25 Lires -
i. ···.~i 
2,441b Fl -'0,5198 ~ a~gl.-
0,6307 ~ irl.- 56,50 DR. 
1 ECU • ' 
UCE 41,1287 FB .;;,_ 7,93358 CD -
2,44975 OM - 6,203 74 FF -
1.304,78 Lires -
2,67788 Fl.- C,569066 ~a~gl 
C,688046 ~ irl.-6\, J~ DR. 
.. 
C3> Li~raisc~s de ~Qins de zc:J tonnes par ~o~s et de ~oi~s de 2~.COO tonnes par an/ offtakes ~f less than 2,000 tons r · 
~~nth or less than 24,C~a tons per;' 
I --- ..... --.. --.---~:.-....... --....---.. ~--·---·· ·-----·--------~------·· 
,oAMJENS GRUPPE- SPREQERGRlPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlJ>- GAOlJIE OU PORTE-PAROLE 
,,,t,At,A EKnPOrnnov' TYllOV - GRUPP() DEL PORTA\.OCE - 8'.ffAU VAN DE 'MXlRDVOEROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • ••• .. . . .. . ..... .·.:. . .. : . : :·. .. . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -·. 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • ••• 
. . . .. .. . . . . .. . ..... : 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·IIDDIULSI • IITTHLUNG AN DI.I PRISSI • PRISB·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH na TON TYRO • INFDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIOIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 11 February 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 132 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories repo~ted are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country)~ quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
j Weekly summary: I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for : 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 





KOMMISSIOl'EN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOfvMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMI.NTES - C0MMSSKJN DES COMMUNAUTES ElR:JPEENNES - EffiPOrl--t TON EYl'OllAI< 
COMMISSIONE DEL~E COM.NTA EUROPEE - eot.MSSE VAN DE EIRJPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN ON KONJTHTON 

R1ve1oii11M\eit1'ri71'ise&il6i,·Nr1&1~'1.fr·f!r~~~~~~~Hti:~ ;rrt~~~:_ · · :~::· ... ,~.'~-~~····,::_,7;{~:~"'~".,·~tf,i-. ...,n,...>---,.--•·•-----
Wetkly fndfc1tfvt cons1111tr prfct levtl, fn r1tfon1l cvrrtncfei •. Tex end dutlts ~xcluded (U 
(Tableau hebdofledafrt> Prix au Prfces as at 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 1 
·Esser,ce super Essence normal• .Gdofl 110teur .. Gasofl cheuffege Fuel Residual 1. 
' 
. Preoifun1 gasolfM Regular gesol f_M Autol!lOtfve gasofl Heating gasofl Residual Fuel-Of 
' 1000 l. 1000 L. 1000 l. 1000 l-.-- - Tonne : (2) (2) .<2> (3) .. (4) . . 
•. 
Belpi~ue (FB) * 13.640 12.920 13.118 11.863 7.239 
2.450 2.600 2.395 1.565 : Da'lr.iark (DK> 2.515 
: 648 'tl2 677 455 Ceuts:h l11nd (Ofl) 698 
· ...... 
Ellus (OR) 28.296 ·.' 26.364 17 .138 17.138 ' .10.&32 
rrance (FF) 2.017 1.922,20 1.~9,70 1·.728 1.102 
,• Irelu:'ld (Irish () 258,61 253,97 . . 228,96 210,00 
' 
150,53 
It.ilia (Lire> ~·414.920 385.260 ·.380.220. • 364.164 228.011 
' 
.. --
luxc:ct-O'Urg (Fl) 12,870 • • 12.2oci 12.830 . 12.200 7.2C8 
; lleder lend (Fl) 855,29 807,83 836,61 n5,1o 512,79 
'Jni ~cd Ki ngdo111 (( 165,90 159,2°0 183, 10 188,®. •· ·112,40 
·t·; jk'•. 
~j 
C> Prix li, plus souvent pratiquls et ainsf representetifs,stl.on les 11eHleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du 1111rch4 
~ftrolirr de chaqur Etat membre . . 
Prices most frequently chai:ged end thus representative, of the ofl market fn each Member State, according to the best 
estimates of t~e national experts. 
(2) trix • la pompe 
tu~, price . 
<3> Prix pcur livraison de 2.00C A 5.000 litres 
Prices for deliveries of 2,COO to 5,000 lftres 
(4) trlx pour livralsonsinferieuresA 2000 tonnes par mois OU fnffrfeurtsl 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prfx franco consOtlllateurs. 
Price~ for offt3kes of less than-2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Cons1111er Prices. 
(•) M~x\mum pr\ces/pr\x max\maux 
-:Tableau hebdo:nedaire> 
Nivuux indlcatHs hebdomadaires des prh llofs taxes a lit consommat,on ·en .. uu,,ars couranu 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax end duties excluded (1> 
Prix au 
Prices as at 1er f6vrier 1982. 
TABLEAU 
TA9LE 2 
Essence super Essence norma le Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual ruel Oil HS 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
fltlgique • 341,59 323,56 328,52 ~7,09 181,29 
taNIICPk 327,21 318,76 338,27 311,60 203,61 
Ctutschland 297,59 276,27 307,82 288,63 193,98 
Ellas 470,38 .;. 438,26 284,89 284,8~ 180,C6 . France ?38,28 322,38 303,51 289,81 184,82 
Irelard 387,66 380,70 343,21 314,79 225,64 
Italia 330,87 307 ,22 303,20 290,40 181,82 
Luxembourg 322,31 305,53 321,31 · 305,53 . 
. 
180,51 
Nederland 332,86 314,39 325,59 301,65 199,~6 
Cnited Kinp~OII 309,74 297,23 341,85 351,00 209,85 
c.E.E. 323,61 295,83 312,84 297,60 191,25 E.e:c. 
-t>moyenne /average (5) .. 
1Variation moyenne % 
average variation% 68% 61% 80~ 106% 101% 
1.u2. /15.12.78 •. 
:l':ariat ion moycnne sur ' ~· 
les 5 produits I 92% I Avera9e variation for 
-all 5 products 
• 1,2,82. /15.12.78 
j 
> rru les pws souvent prat1ques et a,ns.i reprlsentatif$o SIi.on les me, lleures estimations des experts des Etats fllei,bres, du 11arch~ 
petroiier c~ chaque Etat membre 
Frices most frenu~ntly ch~rged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each Membtr State,according to the best estimates of 
the national experts. 
') Prix a la pompe. Purop price 
:) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 A 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. 
,) F'ri x po,;r I ivrai son inferieure • 2000 tonnes par 11ois ou infl!rieure A 2(.000 tonnes par an •• Prix franco consoa:1ateurs. 
Friccs for off takes of less than 2,000 tons per r.onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consuaer Prices. 
;) La ~oycnne resultc d'une ponderation . des quantites consomm•rs di, chaquc produit concern!! au cours d~ l'ann~e 1980. 
foe ~e;ult _ot weigh~ ing the. price~ of the products concerned by the quantities cons11111ed during the period 198(1. (~) Prix max1maux/max1mum prices 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionnemtnt en brut de la 
Clf cost of Community ;rude oil sup~liei. 
Co•unautf 
,. 
Prix au 15.12.78 
Price as at. 
Prix IU octobre 1981 
Price as at October 1981 
Evolution <X> 














· (Tableau mensuel> 
Prix de vente des produits pftroliers en ~onnaies nationales 
Selling rrices of Petroleu~ Products in National Currencies 
EssencP. Super 
Premiu11 Gasoline 
100:J L (1) 
Prix moyens pratiaues au •• 15.12.1981. 
Average of prices ruling as at .J~.J2.1981. 
Essence Normale 
Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 
, ' 
Taxes Hors taxes 'Prix de ventel Taxes 
Without Taxes Selling Price 
Hors taxes 
Without Taxes 
Prix de ventel Taxes 
Selling Price 
.:et gi que < FB> 14.740 11.960 26.700 
nar.:::ark CKD) 2.904,59 2.555,41 5.460 
j:.eutschland COM) 678,48 755,22 1.429,70 j~t las Cdr) 14.703,7?. 28.29.6,28 43.000 
f'rance (FF) 2.124,40 1.995,60 4.120 · 
,~re~and <1.i) 237,97 258,61 496,58 
i~talia Clire) 580.080 414.920 995.000 
{_uxt-:::bourg (FL) 7.990 14.010 22.000 
'.'!edc:-land (FL) 847,39 920.61 1.768 
,;. Ki rigdo111 CO 185,30 175,90 361,20 
,--
, 
} Gasoil Chauffage <2> i Heating Gasoil 1000 L 
t 
~ Taxes Hors Taxes Prix de vente 
I 
,. Without Taxes Selling Price 
J~lgique CFB) 1.940 11.410 13.350 
'.:a:,~ark (KO) 947;87 2.312,13 3.260 
)~u!schland COM 106,25 673 779,?.5 
::~las Cdr) 2.161,67 17.138,33 19.300 
=ranee (ff) . 471,40 1.704,60 2.176 
:relar.d CI.i> 15,30 210,00 225,30 
: tat i ai <Li re) 73.268 363 .. 483 436.751 
_ux,:;:i::,ourg (FL) 990 11.890 12.880 
·,e:jcrl.1rd (FL) 176,90 761,80 938,70 
.;. Kin:;do~ (0 7,70 188,00 195,70 










































. Fuel Lourd HTj <l> 
Heavy fuel HSC 
Tonne 
Hors Taxes Prix de vente 























C3> L1~rJisons de rnoins de 2000 tonnes par ~ois et de fflOi~s de 24.COO tonn~s par an/ offtakes 
month o~ 
• ·~ .. •••••• ... •"'' • ~ ...... -•- r-·---·---1·--·----·-·-0o---------·- -., ... • ·-- .. - .... ···.-·-. -----··------..-..--. 
·' 




1000 L (1) 
Hors taxes 
Without taxes 
























1 I • 37 ,6750 FB-7 ,3535 CD -
2,2740 OM - 57,665 DR -
5,7610 FF: 0,6397 ~irl.-
1.215 "Li res - 2,4865 FL -
0,5309 ~angl. 
· 1 ECU a • 
UCE 
40,5908 FB - 7,92261 CD -
2,44?99 DM - 62,1278 OR -
6,20686 FF - 0,68_9311 llIRi. 
1.309,03 Lires - 2,67894 r 
0,572016 ~ a~gl. 
of less than 2,000 ton; ~ 
less than 24,CQO tons per 
TALSMAMJENS GRU'PE - SPREOERGflffE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GFO.FE IX.I PORTE-FMOLE 
CNiAAA EKl1POIOllO'( TYflO'i' - GfU'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUEAU VAN DE V\OORCMJEROER 
•• • • • • •• •• • • • • • • •• • • •• • •• • • • • • 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • •••• • • • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRESSE·IEDDHHSE • IITTHlUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·RHHSE • INflRIATlll Ill PIEIIE 
IIIIIINIIH na TON TYID • INflRIAZIDNE Alli STIIPA • MEDEDEllNG AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 18th February 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N°. 133 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin • 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country>, quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commi~sion Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Tab~e 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




Ko.MSSl()t,EN FOR DE ElJROAIEISKE ~ - KOtJMSSION DER ElR)PAISOEN GEMEfllSCHAfTEN 
COtvMSSION OF 11-E ElR)PEAN COtvM.NTES - COtJMSSION DES C0MVUWJTES EmOf'EEt,flES - ErlTPOf1-I TON EYPOllAl<ON KONJTHmN 
CQMMISSIOIIE DELLE CCM.NTA Ell'IOPEE - Co.MSSE VAN DE EUROPESE GaEENSCHAPPEN 
fHve•u• ~raciica:ifs re:>G0111eJaires o.~--., .. -iiT';tv• • uxe:.--11"'-'til'" "v·····"' .. .-.,,va cu ... .., ... ,.,c ..... 1o •v, .• ,~a 
weekly 11'd1~•tfve cOf'suaer price level, in rational currenciei. Taa and duties eaclucftd (t) 
(Ta~leau hebdoaadatre) Prh au Prices Hat I 8.2.1982. 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 1 
Esse,.ce super Essence nor.,,ale . Galo fl 110teur .. Gasoil chauffa~ Fuel Residual am' 
. Prenium gasoline Regular gasoline Autonotive gaso1l Heating gasoH les1duel Fucl·Otl t 
: 
.. 1000 l • 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 t-.- Tonne 
(2) (Z, .(2) (3) (4) . 
•. 
(Fl) * 
. 12.920 12.782 11.521 7.477 Belgique 13.640 
Da.,,..rk (DK) 2,515 2.450 2.600 2.395 1.565 
Deuu::hland (b") 693 643 122 653 455 
' 26.364 17 .138 17 .138 10.m Ellas (DR) 28.296 
2.017 1.922,20 1.809,70 1.721 1.102 !ranee (ff) 
Irel11nd <Irish It> 258,83 254,15 237,94 201,14 
' 
150,29 . 
-.380.220 363,512 227.221 it.ilia (Lire> •. 385,260 342,890 
12.870 ·12.200 12-.830 12.200 7.208 Luxec:t,ourg (FL) 
.. . 775,10 512,.79 
Keder lend (Fl) 855,29 807,83 836,61 
(If 164,10 157,40 183, 10 188,00 
,112,20 
'Jnitcd Kingdo11 . 
<n Prix le olus souvent pratiquls et 1ins1 representatifs,stion les me1lleures .estimations des e1111erts des Etats ~abres, du Nrchf 
;!trolier ce chaquc £tat mcm~re 
Prices r.iost frequently ehai:ged 1nd thus representative~ of the oil market in each "e.i,.r State, according to the best 
es~i .. ates of t,e national experts. 
(2) Frix 6 la pompe 
ru.,., price . 
(3) Prix paur livraison de 2.00C i 5.000 Litres 
Prices for celivcries of 2,COO to 5,000 Litres 
(4) Fria pour livraisonsinfericures• 2000 tonnes par aois ou inf!rieures~ 24,000 tonnes par an, ·Prix franco cons01111atevr1. 
Prices fc~ of•:akcs of less than 2,000 tons per month or less t~an 24,000 t~ns per year. Delivered ConsU!ller Prices. 
<•) llaxiau• priceslpri• ma~~--··. 
Niveau• indicatits hebdo~adaires des prtx hors taxes a la conscmmation ~" uu,,drs courantt 
we~kly indicative consumer price le11elsin current dollars: Tax and duties eacluded (1) • 
. :rableau hebdoaada1re) Prix au Prices u at I 8.2.1982 • 
TABLEAU 
TAl!LE 2 





Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Aut0111ot ive gasot l H.ating gasoll Residual Fuel Otl Hsi 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) m 
11, lgique <•> 340,78 322,79 319,35 287,84 186,80 taNerk 326,66 318,22 337,70 311,07 203,27 Drutschland 295,01 213,n 307,36 277,99 193,69. EllH 468,39 .. 436,41 283,69 283,69 179,30 . ,,.,.ce 337 ,74 321,86 303,03 289,35 184,52 lrelard 387,47 380,46 356,19 311,58 224,98 Italia 306,67 272,94 302,66 289,36 180,87 Lun•bourg 321,54 304,80 320,54 . 304,80 · 180,oa Nednlar,d 331,79 313,37 324,54 300,68 198,92 
c,, it ed Kinll(IOII 305,47 293,00 340,84 349,96 208,86 
C,E,E. 
E.E.C. 
a>aoyenne / average (S) 317,44 292,51 312,01 292,65 190,92 
:>Variation aoyenne X 
average variation X 
,.4. \9112 /15.12.78 65% 591 79% 102% 100% 
~lVarilt ion moyenne SUI I 
les 5 produi ts I 90X I Avera~e variation for 
.all 5 products 
• Ii,~. 1,9!iZ /15.12,78 
l Fru lts plus souvent prat,ques et a1ns1 representatif!i. sel.on les me1lleures ut1mat1ons des uperts des Etats lle01bru, du aarcht 
ottrolier de chaque Etat aembre 
Prices most freouently charged and thus representative of the otl aarket in each llellber State,according to the best esti•ates of 
the national experts. 
'> Pri, a la po~pe. Pu"p price 
'> ~rix :,our livraison de 2.0CO a 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. · 
•> Fh, pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par mo,s ou inhrieure ii 2Cooo tonnes par an .-Prix franeo conso .. ateur1. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per mcnth or less than 24,000 tens per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
'l La ~~ycnne rcsulte d'unc ponderation des Quantiles consom~•cs de chaquc prod~it concerne au cours de l'annee 1980. 
i•• rnult of weight.ing the price• of the products concerned by the quantities consu11ed during the period 19bQ (•) rr,i max1maux/max1•um prices • 
CoOt CAF d'approv11tonnta1nt en brut de la Co....unautf 
Clf cost of' Community crude ·oil &uP'pl iei, 
rrh au 
Prfct as at. 
1S.12.78 
Prix au octobre 1981 
Price II at October 1981 
Evolution (X) 









TAt.SMAN:lENS GRUPPE·- SPRECH:00Rl.ffE-6PGK6SMAN:$-GAGI.P--GROl:FE-oo-PORTE-PAROI..E 
OMAM EKnPOIJJnO'f' TYllOY' - GRlPPO DEL PORTAVOCE· - BUEAU VAN OE WOORD\OEROER 
•• • • • • •• •• • • • • • • •• • • •• • •• • • • • • 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRESSE·MEDDEULSE • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRESSE 
ANHDINDIH na TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNE Alli STAMPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 25th February, 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 134 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the COIINlission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They per•it a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited. even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories repo~ed are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in I) of Community indications for • .. 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 85% 
compared with previous week -5,56% 
20) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 154,93% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIELSKE FJELLESSKABER - KO.MSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COM~ DES COMMUNAUTES El.RJPEENt£S - EffiPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE CCM.NTA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

~e,kly illdic•ttve con111111er price level, in ~1tion1l currenc;,i. T11 •nd duties ,~clud!d {t) 
<T•bleau hebdot:ladaire) Prix IU 











. 1000 l. 
.. Gasoil ch1uff1ge 
Huting gasoil 
1000 l-.--
Fuel Residual NT 
Residual Fuel-Oil· 
Tonne (2) m .(2) (3) (4) .• 
Bt'l pique ( FB>" 
Oa'l<lark (DK) 
Ceuts:hl,nd <DII> 
El las (DR) 
rranu (FF> 





























12.782 11.521 7.646 
2.600 2.395 1.565 
't13 646 455 
17.138 17.138 10.832 




-. 380;22Q · 363,512 224,410 
12.830 12.200 7.208 
. 
836,61 775,18 512,79 
183 ,10 188,00 112,00 
. 
C) Prix le ,:,lus souvent :,ratiquis et ainsi represent•tifs,scl.on les aeilleures estimations des experts des Etats "e~bres, du ••rchf 
~ftrotier de chaq~e E:at membre 
Fri~es ~~st frequently chal'grd •nd thus representative, of the oil aarket in each "ember State, •ccording to the best 
CS!1nates of t,e national experts. 
Frix~ la pompr 
Fu.,., price 
Pri• pcur livraison de 2.00C • s:ooo Litres 





Frix ~ou• livraisonsinfericures6 2000 tonnes par mois ou inffrieurest 24.000 tonnes par •n. -Prix franco consOl!llllateurs. 
P~iccs !c~ ot':Jkcs of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less t~an 24,000 t~ns per year. Delivered consueer Prices. 
Prix maximaux/maxi•u• prices 
. - ----··'•"•• ·~- ------ --- ----
---------------·- - - .. . . ----N1veaux md1cat1fs hebd01118Cla1r•s des Prtll hors t1H·$ a 1a consc1tmat1on en dollars couranu 
Weekly ;ndicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Prix au I T.;eLEAU 21 ·ableau hebdoaad1ir1) Prices II at I 15.2.1982. TAl!LE 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoi l aoteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Rnidu1l 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Aut0110tive gasoll Heating gasoil Residual Fuel 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
~(lgique• 333,98 316,35 312,97 282,10 187 ,21 
r.anmerk 320,42 312,14 331,25 305,13 199,38 
Dcutschl1nd 281,84 260,57 297,26 269,33 189,70 
El las 457,79 .,. 426,53 277,26 277,26 175,24 
frill'CI 331,66 316,07 297,57 284, 14 181,20 
lrcl11"d 379,79 372,92 349,14 305,41 2?0,52 
Italia 301, 16 268,03 297,22 284,16 175,42 
Lu•••bourg 315,13 298,72 314,15 . 298,72 176,49 
11/cd•rlar.cl 325,39 307,33 318,28 294,88 195,08 
Ls i ted Kin!l(fom 289,55 277, 11 334,91 343,88 204,86 
C.E.E. 
E.E.C. 
ilroyenne /average (5) 307 ,43 280,96 305,01 285,94 186,89 
Hariation moyenne I 
•verage variation I 
lS.2.198~15.12.78 60X 53X 
751 971 96X 
1:ariat ion •oyenne su1 I I les 5 produHs 851 Avera9e variation for 





> f'r11 lu plus souvent prat,ques et •1ns1 repr4!stntat1f~ sa.on les me, lleures eu1aat1ons des experts des Euts Me.,bres, du aarchf 
oetrolier de chaque Etat membra 
f'rices most freouently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Mt•ber St1te,1ccording to the best estimates of 
the natlonal e•perts. 
') Prix a la PO"P•• Pu"p price 
') rri1 pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. 
,) ~.,. puur l ivraison inf;,rieure a 2CCO tonnes par mois ou inferieure • 2l.OOO tonnes par an.- Prix franco consomuteurs. 
rrices for olltakes cf less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consu•er Prices. 
;) La ro>·crne- r('sultc d'une pondtrat;on des Quant;tes consor'!ffl•~s de chaquc prod~;t concrrnf' au cours d £ l 'annrf 1980. 
inc re~ult of we;g~tin9 the price• of the products concHntd by the quantities consumed during the period 191:0. 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionnement·en.brut de la Co1N1unautf 
Cif cost of Community ~rude oil suppliei. 
TABLEAU 3 Tf,BLE 
____ ...._ ___ _, 
Prix IU 
Price 11 •t. 
15.12,78 
Pr;x au octobre 1981 
Price II at October 1981. 
Evolution <X> 







' . , 
(Tableau trimestriel) 
















Fuel cil lourd 
CS 1 X) 
Heavy fuel oil 
' 
\ t:!? l c il lourd 
'cs 1 X) 







TARLEAU 6 TABLE 
Prix moyens (!/TM) des Droduits p~troliers import~s 
Average prices CS/TM) of imported oil prod~:.!i 
.P~riode: 3e Triaestre 1981 
Period : 3rd Quarter 1981 
. ._ 
B DK DE ELLA F IRL 
402,80 379,9c 376,- 402,00 
392,60 362,3( - 366,39 
316,27 297, 1~ 290 305,12 
177,64 203,2~ 165 181, 17 
193,04 200,0( - -
-
325,Sc 330 353,78 
348;48 343,4' - 351,86 
.,. 






177 ,6• 204,79 
332, 1( 346,08 























TALSMMOENS GRUPPE - SPRECHEAGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlJ> - GROlJ>E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
a.AAM EKnPOrnnoY TYllOV - GRlJ>PO DEL PORTAl,OCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORD'vUEROER 
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PRISSl·MIDDUUSI • MITTHlUNG AN 011 PRHSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfORMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANHOINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INfORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 4th March, 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 135 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in timP between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories repor.ted are not in· every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 235.34.50.) 
j Weekly summary : Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
877. 
154,93t 
KOMM1SSIONEN FOR DE EUROP.IEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER Et.R)PAISCt-EN GEMEIIISCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMlJ',UV.JTES EI.R)f'EE~S - EmPOrl-i TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSK)t,,E DELLE COMlNTA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
I 
---··--···- -·-- -
l ... lltETHODOLOGY ' ' 
The Commission Oil Bulletin indicates: 
1. Each week 
2. 
a) the indicative Level of the most representative pre-tax consumer prices;~ 
each Member state and for the Community as a whole, for the following principal 
oil products and consumer types : 
- premium and regular gasolines and automotive gasoil, at the pump; 
heating gasoil, for deliveries of 2000 to 5000 litres; 
residual fuel oil (maximum sulphur content) delivered prices for (small> 
consumers with offtakes of less than 2000 metric tons per month or less 
than 24.000 metric tons per year. 
These price levels are indicated in national currencies (Table 1) and in current 
dollars C Table 2-). · In the latter case, the bullet in also indicated for the 
Community as a whole, the percentage change from mid December 1978 in the 
price of each prod·uct.,.. and in the average for all the products considered 
weighted according to their consumption during a given period. • ' 
b) the cif cost level of Community crude oil supplies, calculated at the 
date of landing (Table 3). This is a weighted average which includes 
Community produced crude oils consumed within the producing member state 
and based on the actual structure of Community supply and the prices 
. actually paid for the crude oils concerned Ci .. e. including both rebates and 
premia). Data for thi_s calculation are obtairied in the main, from the monthly 
declarations made under· the Community· system fo.r ~he. registration of crude 
oil imports. 
Each Month 
Average rut ing prices (and the taxes and duties applicable) in national currency 
for principal oil products in each member state as at the 15th of the previous 
month <Table 4). For the same date, thi's table also shows the rates of 
exchange against the dollar· and the euro,:rean Unit of Account to facilitate 
comparison, if de:.ired, between r4e,mb•.r· stare •. 
3. Each Quarter 
The level in current dollars, and the" indec~ avolution since the first quarter 
of 1977 (Fourth quarter 1978 = 100,, of th& auEf:r'age CIF price of crude oil supply 
for each Member state and for the Communi·ty as .a whole. 
These average CIF prices, obtained•th'rough application.of. a 1976 Council 
Directive and a Commission implementing decision of 1977 on price transparency, 
are derived from oil company declarations received by the Commission via 
Member states; these data cover at least 85 % of crude oil imports and include 
local crude prod,;ction. Average quarterly. c-osts fo.r each type of crude are 
weir ted by the quantities actually supplied us+ng the official market rates 
of .change to obtain the most representative supply cost indications. 
Finally tabl.e 6 shows, by M'e'mb:er Cauntry and for the Community, the imported 
Slipply cost of the main petroleum products. Tttfa cost figure is also 
available in accordance with the requirements of Community documents on the 
t ranspar,:,:·, :-1 of the" pr i ces,.mentioned .above. 
J 
~~ekly indicative C<"'S\:mer price level, in ~at1onal currencies, Tax and duties exclud~d (1) 
(Tableau hebdO!lladatre) Prix IU 




1 ·• Esser,ce super ·Essence nornale I .Ga~oil icoteur ,, Gasoil chauffage Fuel Resi~ual HT Pre,.lum gasoline Regular gasoline Autcnotive gasoil Heat fr,g gasoil Residual Fucl-Otl 
1000 L. 1000 l, I 1000 l, 1000 t--· Tonne (2) (2) .(2) (3) (4) .. 
Bel!li~ue (FB) * 13,640 ~ 12.920 12,782 
' 
11,521 7.927 
Ca"l':lark (l>K) 2,635 2,570 2.600 2.395 1,565 
Deuts:hlpnd (DM) 663 613. 708 645 fa 
Hl.;s (DR) 28.296 . 26,364 17.138 17.138 10.832 
rrance (fF) 2.017 1,922,20 1,809,70 1.728 1.102 
lrel,md (Irish t> 258,83 254,15 237,94 . 208,14 
' 
150,29 
lt~lia (Ure) ··385.260 342.890 .• 380.220 . 363,512 223.672 
Luxer:-::-ourg (FL) 12.870 1,2.200 12~830 12.200 7.208 
. 
f.:edcrlend (Fl) 838,34 790,88 816,27 755·, 10 510,44 
~ni:cd Kingdom (( 154,50 146,90 . 183, 10 189,~0 111,90 
I 
<~> r~ix le ~tus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs,selonles meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Mecbres, du r.arch6 
~etro~i~r Ce chaque Ctat ~c~bre 
Fr;ces nest freQuently char:ged and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
cs:i~otcs of t,e national experts. 
(2> rr;x a la pompr 
Fu-,:, pdce 
(3) Prix prur livralson de 2,00C i s:ooo Litres 
Pri:es foe del;veries of 2,CCO to 5,000 Litres 
(4) rr;x rou• livraisonsinfer;eures~ 20CO tonnes oar mois ou inf~rieures~ 24.000 tonnes par an. ·Prix franco conso~mateurs. 
rciccs fee of'~Jkcs of less than 2,000 tons per month or less t~an 24,COO !~ns per yea~. Del;vered co~sUfller Prices. 














..Jmoyenne / average (5) 
:)\'ariat ion moyenne I 
a,erage variation I 
22.2,8, /15.12.78 
. ~:ariat ion "'oyenne SUI 
Les 5 produHs 
i~era1e variation for 
a:', 5 products 
;?:2,0~ /15 .12. 78 
Nivuux 1nd1car1ts ~bel...,.ade.tres des pr,x nors taxes a la consc,.mation en .;.,~\ors ,ou,..,,..t_., 
we~kly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars, Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Prfx IU 
Prices as at: 22 •2•1982 
Essence super Essence nor•ale Gasol l moteur 
Premiu111 gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasotl 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 
(2) (2) (2) 
318,84 302,01 298,78 
334,96 326,70 330,51 
282,18 260,90 301,34 
466,08 ~ 434,26 282,29 336,64 320,~? 302,04 
389,04 382,00" 357,64 
305,70 . 272,08 301,70 
300,84 285,17 299,90 .. 
325,19 306,78 316,62 
285,68 271,63 338,57 
' 308,21 281,56 308,04 
. 
60X 53X 77X 






































fr11 lt> plus scu.ent pratioues et a,ns, representatif:;. saon Les me,lleures est11:1at1ons des experts des Etats Mer.ibres, du marcht 
petrolier de chaaue Etat membre 
rriccs most freouently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Me•ber State,according to the best estimates af 
the rJt,o~at ex~erts. 
") Fr1x d lJ ponpe. PuMp pr;c~ 
-. ~-,, ~nu• l;v,aisc•. de 2.CCO A 5.000 Litres. Prices for deliveries of 2 CCO to 5,000 Litres • 
• ) r,-1'( uour l1\'ra1scn ;nferleure a 2CCO tonnes par mois ou ;nter'ieure a 24.oco tonnt-s par an .A Pr;x franco consomrnateurs. 
•·,c•s fer offtakes cf l~ss than 2,000 tors per mcnth or less than 24,DOD tens per year. Delivered Consumer Prices, 
·' :._3 --~,err'! r<'sut:c d'unc pondt"rat;on des ouantites consom111Acs de: chaquc prcd\..it concernf' au cours d ... l'ar,,..,ec 1980. 
iA,:: 'l'~t.:lt of wl'.."111t ,ng the prlce11t of the products conc<·rne-d by the quantit;c-s consumed during the period 1900 • 
. •) Fr 1K ma~·maux/maK1mum prices 
toOt CAF d'1pprovisionneaent en brut de la Com•unautt 
ClF cost of co .... unity ;rude oil sup'pl ies, 
Prix IU 
Price IS at. 
15.12, 78 
Prix au octobre 1981 












TALSMANDENS GRUPPE- SPRECHEAGRlPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROI.P- GROU'E OU PORTE-FV\ROLE 
OMMA EKnPOmnov TYllO'( - GRU'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE W00RDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
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• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·IIDDIULSI • IITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRIATIDN A LA PRISSI 
INIIDINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INfORMAZIDNI ALLA STAIPA • IIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 11 March, 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 136 l/ L/ /', l./ / 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as t whole. The Comm·ission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories repo~ted are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
j Weekly summary: I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for: 
10> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUIDPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPO!lAfKON KONOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
W~'!1dy in,Hcar.iv~ CQl\scoer. c,r.ice lt"vet,_ in ,.a!.!S:n~l currtncies. Tax and duti,s excludt?d (1) 
(Ta~leau he~do~adafre) Prh au 
Prices as at 1.3.1982 •• 
Hl!LEAU 
TABLE 
Esse,;ce super_ Essence norri3le . Ga soil moteur .. Gasoil chauffage Fuol R05;dual HT~ 
. Pre~iu• gasoline Regular gasoline Autcn~tive gosotl Hut ing gasoil Rosi dual F\:cl ·Oil I 
.. 
----- - ·- -
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 
-· 
1000 l-.-- Tonn• 
(2) (2) .(2) (3) (4) 
·-
-
Jrl!,li~u• (FB) * 13.640 12.920 12.782 11.521 7.927 
:,.,,,ark (~K> 2.635 2.HO 2.650 2.445 1.595 
loi.u:hland (O") 655 - 605 704 645 455 
' 
~tt-.s (OR) 28.296 26.364 17.138 17.138 10.832 
~ranee (FF) 2.017 1.922,20 1.809,70 1.728 1.12r 
·reli:~d C!rish 0 258,83 254,15 237 ,94 208, 14 I 15C,29. 
!talia CL iro) .. 385.260, 342.890 -- 380.220·. 363.512 ?.?4.1!9 
-
.uxuc-~:ur!J (FL) 13 .080 12.410 1i.390 11.750 7.776 
'• . 510,44 :oderland <Fl> 838,34 790,88 795,94 735, 10 
Jni~cd K;ngdo• CIC 149,70 142, 10 183, 10 189,10 111,80 
C~) Faix lo olus souvent pratiques et ainsi ropresentatifs,s~onlos meilleures ostimations dos oxports des Etats Me~bres, du c-archi 
:etro~ier de cha~~~ E:at ec~~re 
rricos aost fr~qu,ntly eha,god and thus reprosentattv•, of tho oil r.arkot in oach "•mber State, according to tho best 
'es:inates of t~e national experts. 
(2) rrix • la poapr 
F'u-? pr;c, 
(3) Prix ~cur livraiso~ de 2.00C i s:cco Litres 
r•i:os f~, deliveries of 2,CCO to 5,CCO Litres 
C4) rriz :our L;vrai:'.;or4,inft"riccresi 2CCO te""n"s par mois ou fr1f~riieures! 24.C:JO tonnes par an. -Prix franco conso,.,:o11.1teurs. 
P~iccs fo, of~tlkc• of loss than 2,0CO tons por mont~ or less t~an 24,COO :,~s per year. Delivered Con~u~er Pricos. 
C•> Prix maximaux/maximum prices 














oyeonne / ave rag~ (5) 
·ar.i at ;on aoy,nne Z 
,orage variation % 
.l. '1.9112 /15.12.78 
·ariat ion 1noyenne sur 
es 5 produits 
vf'ra'J, variation for 
l l 5 products 
-.l. t9!l211s. n.1a 
Niveaux indicatits hebOot!!ada1res des pr1z nors taxes a la conscl'l"~dtiun en dotta,.s courants 
.We•lc.ly indicativ• consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and dutios excluded (1) 
Prix au 
Prices as at : 1.3.1982. 
Essence supf'r EssPnceo normale Gasoi l mot•ur 
Premium gasoline Regular gasolino Automotive gasofl 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 
(2) (2) (2) 
311,30 294,87 291,72 
329,04 320,92 . - 330,91 
274,47 253,51 295,00 
459,45 
'l" 428,08 278,27 331,63 316,04 297 ,55 
382, 71 375, 79 351,82 
300,86 Z67,77 296,93 
298,52 283,23 282,77 
320,03 301,92 303,85 
272,47 258,64 333,27 
300,47 273,98 302,49 
+56% +49% +74% 
I +84% I ' 
HBLEAU 
TAflLE 2 





































F'ru Les plus souvent prat1ques tt a1ns1 repr.!st"ntat1f~ sd..on lf's me, lleur,s est1mat1ons des ezptrts dt'S Etats Mtr:ibres, du 11arche 
i,~trol ior de chaque Etat o,ombn 
rrices most froauently charged and thus reprosentative of the oil market in each lloatler State,according to the best estfm•Us of 
the national e,xpt"rts. 
Prix• la ooep,. Pu"p price 
~~!: g~~~ t~~~:f!~~ 1~1:;?;~,.: 5; 0~8ch1:~~~es ~~;c;~;!0~ud1~~:~~!~~e0l ~t:88ot~o~~~~Cp}r1t:n"~ .. ·Prix fr•nco consommat,urs. 
Frict's for offtakes cf less than 2,CCO tons per rncnth or ltss than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consu:11er Prices. 
La royrnne resulte d'unc pondCration des auantit~s consom~•es de chaQu~ prcd~it conctrnP au tours~~ l'arnee 19eO. 
r~~ re~ult ~f weig~tjng the.pr1c~~ of the produ~ts toncerntd by the qua~tities consu~ed during the period 19EC 
·) Prix ~a~,~aux/~ax,m~~ p,.,ces • 
TABLEAU 3 Tf,BLE 
CoOt CAF d'approvhionn•"•nt on brut de h CommunauU 
Clf cost of Community ;rude oil sup'pl ies. 
Prix au 
Price as at. 
15.12.78 
Prix au ocfobre 
0
1981 
pr; ce as at Octcber 1981 
Evolution (%) 
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PRISSl·IIDDHHSI • IITTHLUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRIATIDN A LA PRISSI 
INIIOINIIH nA TON nno • INfORIAZIDNI ALLA STAIPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 18th March 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 137 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in e~ch. bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They petmit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such~ comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of cdns~mer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reporJed are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
, 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF. cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+86X 
+2,38~ 
+15 9, 12.._.% ___ _ 
KOMMISSl()t,EN FOR DE E~ISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMSSK)N DER ElRJPAlSCI-EN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COtvMSSION OF THE ElRJPEAN COfllMt.NTIES - COWMSSION DES ~s ~s - EJTTPOr1-t TON EYPOflA\KON· KOINOTHTON 




l\clV.~tf.f~ onuit.•4••=- i'.e~c;oo11,uci1,·.&"~ .;.ci _.,,-i.a liors.. "-""~ ••• 1.w,1~ ...... - ;...,, ..... ~onnaie-s 
-
n.:t;onales (1) - .... ,._. . 
Weekly flldic1tive co,,s~'ller price level! in rational currencies. Tax and duties exclud,d (1) . ·, 
TABLEAU 1 I TABLE 
(Tableau hebd~ad1ire> Prix au : 8.3.1982. Prices as at . ... 
I 
~Essrrce super Essence nor111ale . Galoil 11oteur 
'· Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residu1l 
I Pre~ill!'I gasoline Regular gasoline Autonotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fi.:ci. · 01 ,coo l. 
-
. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l.· TOMI 
' I (2) (2) .(2) (3) (,U . 
Belgique <FB>* 13.640 
: 
12.920 12.782 11.521 7.927 
i:1emark (DK> 2.635 2.570 2.650 2.445 1.595 
teuu::hl•nd (Dl'I) 644 594 6~8 629 458 
Ell111 (DR) 28.296 ' 26.364 17 .138 17.138 1(?.832 
i rrance CFF> 1.974,50 1.879,60 ,.~3,70 1.762,10 1.120 
,i Irelund<Ir1sh () 258,83 254,15 . 237,94 208,14 
' 
150,29 
Italia <Lire> .. 0
'380.220 · 224.350 385.260 342.890 363.512 
1.uxei::t-curg (Fl.) 13.080 ' .. 12.410 · 12.390 11.750 7.776 . 
>:"forlznd CF l) 838,34 790,88 795,94 735,10 510,44 
. ~'nitcd Kingdo11 (( 146,80 139,10 . 183, 10 189, 10 • 111,70 
C> Prix le plus scuvent ::,ratiques et ainsi representatifs,sli.on les meilleures estiaiatfons des expe11hs des Etats Pler.ibres, du 11archl 
pftrotier de c~aque £tat membre 
Prices most frequently ehar:ged and thus·r-eprtsentatfve, of the oil market in each Member State, ac.cording to the best 
estinates of tie national eKPerts. 
<2> Frix i la pompe 
f'~ price 
(3) Prix pcur livraison de 2.00C i 5:coo Lftres 
Priees for :5F.'. ·,.1eries of 2,COO to 5,000 Litres 
<,> F'rh pour livn1isons infe,.;eures b 2000 tonnes par mois ou inffrieures t 24.000 tonnes par, an. ·Prh franco consoMateurs. 
Prices for of~:~kes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less t~an 24,COO t~ns per year. Del;vered Cons11111er Pr;ces. 
<•> ,..•i•ut1 pdces/prh aaxiaaux 
·-------- -- -- - . . Ni veaux indi cat its hebdomada1 res des pd x hors taxes a •• cun~cir.mat iuri .. n dollars courants 
Wel'kly indicative consuaier prtce levels ;n current dollars. Tu and duHes excluded ,n . 
Tableau hebdom1dafre) Pr~• au • 8.3.1982. Pr,ces as at• 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil 11oteur 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 2 I 
Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premiu11 gasol fne Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Ofl HS 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. TOMe (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
----
\, giQlNt • 315,83 299,16 295,96 266,76 183,54 
tanmerlc 33'-,81 326,55 336,72 310,67 - -- 202,66 Oc ut sch l o111<'.l ?15,03 253,68 • 298,09 268,63 195,60 




>moyenn~ i 4!verage m 300,46 273,68 307,31 287,97 189,87 
1variation 11oyenne % 
avcra91, 1:. :· ,., : ,,-.,1 X 
a.~.02. /15.12.78 +561 +491 +771 +991 . +991 
)Variation 11oyenne SUI , 
le~ 5 ~-~oduits I +861 I ~·;era9~ variat ;.,., ,~,.. 
all 5 products I 
~-J-~2. /15.1?.'!! 
' '•·-·---
,1 f'ru ,es plus scwl"nt prat1ques et a1ns1 reprt!sentat,f!i. saon les 11e1lleures est111at1ons des experts des Etats Mei:ibres, du march• 
petro1 ;er de chaque Etat membre 
f'ricl"s most freauently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each•Member St1te,according to the best estim1te1 of 
the notional e•perts. 
J Prix a la pc~~e. Punp price 
) rri• pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 Litres. Prices for del;veries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres. ) rr;x pour bnaison infe,rieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure II 2t.ooo tonnes par an •• Prh franco conso1111ateur1. 
Frices for offtakes of less than 2,000- tons per mcnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consu11er Prices. 
, La ~oycnne result~ d'une ponderation des quantites consom~•es de chaquc prod~it concern, au cours de l'annet 1980 
r~t result of weighting the price~ of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1980·. 






toOt CAF d'approvtstonneunt en bf'Ut de la Coaaunautt 
CIF cost of Co1111Unity c°rude oil sup~liei. 
Prix au 







Prix IU · dfctllbrt 1911. 35,94 
Prict II It Dece11Mr · 1981. 
Evolution <l> 
8.3.82 /15.12.71 
BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE NO. 137 




Prix C.A.F. 110yen1 de l'approvisionne111ent en pttrole brut de la Coamunautt 
en I par bari l. 
Average C.I.F. prices of Co1111Unity supplies of crude oil in I per barrel 
BEL DEN 
41! Tria 78 13,95 13,92 4th Q 78 
1' Tri111 79 14,70 15,12 1st Q 79 
2• Tri111 79 16,65 18,20 2nd Q 79 
3' Tri• 79 20, 10 22,42 
:!rd Q 79 
4e Tri111 79 22,47 24,75 4th Q 79 
1• Tri111 80 27,98 31,92 1st Q 80 
2e Tri111 80 
2nd Q 80 30,47 33,28 
3' Trj111 80 
-
34,64 3rd Q 80 
4' Tri111 80 
-
35,24 4th Q 80 
1e Tri111'81 
-
38,50 1st Q 81 
2e Tri• 81 
-
37,53 2nd Q 81 
!e Tri111 S.1 
-
34,69 !rd Q 81 
4e Trill 81 
- 35,48 4th Q 81 
(1) Base 4e Tri111estre 1978 • 100 
Basis 4th Quarter 1978 • 100 
GERM FRAN 













IRE ITAL NETH U,k, EEC 
./bbl 
13,88 13,29 13,84 13,83 13,87 
14,80 14,29 15,01 14,85 14,81 
16,65 16,71 17,36 17,82 17,48 
20,16 20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 
23,11 23,1Z 24,20 24,05 24,20 
28,54 29,50 30,20 30,78 30,56 
-~, 
31,10 31,20 32,06 33°,25 32,45 
32,19 32,69 33,76 34,21 33,85 
133,49 ll,69 35,16 34,95 34,92 
~5,90 36,85 36,70 37,5& 37,45 
37,11 36,82 37,53 37,51 37,39 
- 35,52 35,38 35,01 35,65 
- 34,89 35,49 35,63 35,62 
·' 
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Brussels, 25th March, 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 138 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. ·The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reporJed are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of.sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
.1 Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for : 
10> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average Clf cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSION:N FOR DE ~ FIELLESSKABER - KOt.MSSION DER amPAISCtEN Ge.EN3CHAFTEN 
COtvMSSION OF Tl-E El.R)PEAN C0WM.NTES - Co.MSSION DES COMt,,UWJTES EU'lOPEENIES - EllTPOrt-t TON EYPOnAl<ON KOINOTHTOIII 
COMMSSIOI'£ DELLE COMNTA ElR)PEE - co.MSSE VAN DE ElmPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
. 
I 
Weekly fl'dlcetfve-ccins~...,,,. price- lntl!t in l'rtior,at c1.1rreneies. Tax and duties ucludP.d (1) 
(Tableou hebdo~adafr•) Prix au 




··Ess•r,ce suDer Essence no male . Gafo; l coteur .. Gasoil cr.auffage ruel Residual HT: Pre,.ium gasoline . Regut~e !,asol ;,.e Autcn0t i ve· gasof l Heating gasoil Residual Fuci ·Oil 1 1000 l. 101)0 L. ,c.oo L. 1000 t-.· · TOMf (2) (2) (2) (3) m 
.. -
. 
Btl11ique (FB) * 13.240 12.520 12.782 11.521 7.927 
ta"lnarlt (DK} 2.680 2°.615 2.650 2.445 1,635 
Deuu::hl;,nd (D") 640 , 585 '68~ 600 463 
~tti.s (OR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17 .3111 10.905 
rrance <FF> ,1.974,50 . 1 .879 ,60 1 _.843, 70 1.762,10 1.120 
irel.ind (Irish l'.) 258,83 254,15 . 237 ,94 2C8,,14 
' 
1S0,29. 
It.ilia (Lire-, •. 375,260, 332.890 ·• 366.220. 349.512 224.620 
Luxer.,t-ourg (FL) 13.080 12,410 12.390 11.750 7.776 
. 
11:ecier lend (FL) 838,34 790,88 795,94 7-35, 10 510,44 
United Kingdo'" (( 145,0C 137,40 183, 10 189, 10 111,60 
C> Prix le ~tus souvent pratiQuls et ainsi representatifs,s<!.on les ~eilleures estinations des experts des Etats "er.brcs, du •arch• 




f'ricl's n~st frc-Q'Jently cha r.ged end thus representativl', of the oil inarht in eoach l'lenber State, ~~cord!°~g to the, btst 
cs~inates of t~e n~tional ixperts, 
f'ri X .\ la PO'"Pl' 
f'u"'? price 
Prix pcur livraison de 2.00C ~ s:coo U-tre, 
rrices f~r del;vcri~s of 2,t'OO to 5,0CO Litres 
rri x pou;. livra i 50ns inleriecres ll 20CD tonnes oar mois ou fr,flrieurcs l 24.0:l:l tonne$ par · an. ·Prix fronco conso11•ateurs. 
rric~s foe of~t3kts o; less than 2,000 tons per nonth or less t~an 24,COO t~ns per year, Delivered Consumer Prices, 
Maximum prices/prix •aximaux. 
··--=-="'·----....... _-_!'-_-."'-==,...,,,.,....,...,... __ -"'"·"'· -~-.... -------..... --------------------=----' Hiveaux · indicatils he-bdo.,a<Ja1res des pr,x hors taxes:, la consc11:10atitm ~u uouars coura"ts 
_Tabltau htbdo111datrt) 
, 
We~kly indicative Clln'I""'" price levels in .c.urrent dollaes. Tax and dut;u exclucrd (1) 
Esunce super 
Prix au 
Prices as at 
Essence normale 
15 Hrs 1982. 
Ga
0
soi l moteur 
~BLEAU 
' HE'LE 2 
Gasoi l chauffa94.' Fuel Ruidual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasotl Heating gasoil Residual ru,l Oft Hsi 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l, 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
£1dgi- • 302,06 285,64 291 ,62 262,as 180,85 tanaerk 
' 
336,95 328,78 333,18 307,41 205,56 
Ocutschland 270,38 21,7,14 288,97 I 253,48 19S,60 Elias 466,10 ... 433,73 282,12 282,1~ 17? ,64 
franc• ' 324,86 
. 309,24 303,33 289,91 134,27 
lrelar-d 385,56· 378,59 354,44 31n,05 223,87 
l,.tlfa 293, 17 260,07 286,10 2"i 3,05 175,48 
~ u•f'~bc1Jrt 298,41 283, 13 282,67 2t3,07 177 ,40 
·~ ·-"'<-r t.- ·,d 323,12 304,82 ~06,77 2!:~,3:i 196,73 
· i .. t-<J ~~'ii .9ctoai 262,01 248,28 330,86 3L. : ,.7C 201,66 
-·-· .. ---·· -
r: ·'~. E:. I 
, 
t.l.C. 
J,,,oyenne /averag~ m 294, 1_o 267,94 299,58 278,83 188,14 
, \'a,: iat ion moyenne X 
••~rage variation X +53X +'6X +72% +93% +97X 
1!, .:, ,(,(. /15.12.78 
J\'ar;at "i<!)n moyrnne SUI I I les S· ;,roduits +il2X ~ver~ae variation for 
... ~ l l 5 c: reduct S , . 
'.'·-)-J!?. /15.1?.78 
, 
> ~r,• lEs plus scuvc·nt prat,ques et a,n~, rrpresentat1f$- ss..on les me,lleure-s es.t,,,,at,ons des ~•perts des Etats ,...,et:':bres, du 11arch~ 
~~t~olier d~ chaaue Etat membre 
rrices 11:ost freouently ch~,g~d and thus representative of the oil ~•rket in each ~e~ber State,according to the best estl•1t1s of 
the, ~•tlonal ,~perts. 
Pri, ~ la po~pe. Pu~p price 
<'ri• :,cur l1vra1son de 2.0CO A 5.0(10 Litres, Prices for d~liveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litr'n, 
~r,~ pcur livra,son inf~r,eure ~ 2COO tonn('s oar mois ou infjrieure ~ 2£. oco tonnEs par an ~Prix franco conso~mateurs, 
rr,cr~ for off:a,es cl l•ss than 2,000 tcrs per mcnth er less than 24,000 t~~s per year. Delivered Con sumer Prices, 
La r-:-ycnnf' rrsu~t< d'unC' pcndCration des ouantites conso:-:- ~·cs C':' chaquc prc~t...it concttrne au co:.Jrs c_ . 'a r.ne -. 1980. 
f:,e result of we1;..,tir.') the prict-o;; of the oroCucts conc(·rntd by th• quantities conzuri,.d d..1rirg tt<tt Po?r;od 1S c l"I. 
rrix maxinau1/maximu~ prices 
t.o•)t r4, d'approvhfonneaent tn brut de la Coca•un1uU 
Clf cost of co .. ~u"itY c'rude, oft SUJ?'Pl tu. 
Prix au 
Price H at. 
Prh IU 















f->rn de -ve,.te d~s produits pl-tr-otiers en !!'<Y."naie5 na!ionales 
Sed_,ng Pr1ces o1·._Petr9le_:.n"_?r·nrlur.ts in National Currencies 
.. 
Ta~l~au 4 hble 
(Tableau oensuel) Prix moyens pratiaues au J~.janvier 1982. Av~rage of prices ruling as at .i~t~.~anuary 1982. 
- - I Essence Super Essence Normale Gasoil Mot~ur 
Taxes 
·Premiu~ Gasoline Reg~lar Gasoline Automotive Gasotl 
108~ l . (1) 1CQO L (1) . 1000 L (1) 
Hors taxes !Prix de ventej Taxes 
Without Taxes Selling P1·•ce 
Hors taites j Pri • de v.entel Taxes 
Without Taxes. Selling Price 
Hors taxes 'Pri• de vente 
Without taxes Selling Price 
_-;~g -iQu~ CFB) 11,.580 I 11.320 25.900 1'-.410 10.640 25.050 8.498 12.]42 21.240 
'3~~ark CKD) 2.913,61 ?..596,39 S.510 2.899,18 2.530,82 5.430 1.010,98 2.59~,02 3.610 1• 
··':utschfand CDl'I) 669,,39 716, 11 1.385,50 663,43 670,27 1.333,70 593>,72 7?5,08 1.318,80 I 
:.~las Cdr) 14.703,72 28.29Q.,.28 43.000 12.635,4~ 26.364,57 39.000 - 17.138,33 -
=ranee (FF) 2.303 2.01? 4.320 · 2.167,80 1.922,20 4.090 1.340,30 1r809,70 3.150 
· re~and CI.{) 238,00 258,83 496,83 237,30 254,15 491,45 169,89 237,89 407,78 
.:alia (Lire) 580.080 414.920 995.00C 574.740 385.260 960 . 000 75.780 380.220 456.00C 
.w~e~bourg CFL) 10.630 12.870 23.~bo 10.500 12.200 22.700 4.350 12.830 17.180 
~jcrla~d (FL) 838,24 869,76 1.708 829,70 822,30 1.652 373,94 822;06 1.196 
~- K.irigdo,. CO 183,90 166,30 350,20 182,90 160,00 342,90 164,60 184,30 348,90 
I, 
/ 
-------------r----- --------------.. . 
Gasoi l Chauffage ( 2) Fuel Lourd HTS (3) . _ Heating Gaso;l Heavy Fuel HSC 1 I• 39,16 FB - 7,5010CD -
1000 L Tonne . 2,2980 DM - 18360 FF - I 
T I · d P . d 1.231,50 Ures - 2,5150 Fl axes Hors Taxes Prix e vente Taxes Hors Taxes r,x e vente O 5326 ll l _0 6476 ll' l _ Without laxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 58189 DRang • ' ,r 
:-lgique (FB) 1.989 11.700 13.689 - 6.933 6.933 1 ECU , ?--3,-k (KO) 965,90 2.394,10 3.360 410 1.563 1.973 • 
' ~:s:hland CD!'t 110;65 706,90 817,55 15 455,02 470,02 UCE 41,6443 FB - 7,97685 CD -
. . ~as Cdr) 2.161,67 17.138,33 19.300 388 10.832 11.220 2,44378 DM.- 6,20623 FF -
' ~a~ce (FF) 476 1.728 2.204 47 1.113 1.160 1.309,62 Lires-2,67455 Fl.-
-~~2~d CI.() 15,30 208,~0 223,.40 10,20 150,29 160,49 0,566412 ll argl.-0,688756 
:J:1a <Ure) 73.379 36'..228 . 43/.607 1.000 229.248 230.248 llirl.- 62,6259 DR. 
-·~-::iou~g (FL) 610 12.2_00 12.810 100 7.208 7.308 . 
· · :-~rt.i~:i (FL) 176,53 759,80 936,33 15,08 '.>(l1,27 516,35 " -
.• "'-ing='J., C:£) 7,? 189,10 196,80 8,01 113,07 121,08 
<~> ?~:x a la ~~-~~,P~-o price 
~2> ~: .~J::~~s c~ 2:~J a S~;J L/Detiveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
C2l ~;:ra · ~~~s c~ ~) : ~s d~ 2~~0 ta~~cs par r~!s ct de ~oi~s d~ 24.C03 tonnes par an/ offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per 
r~~th or less tha~ 24,0~~ tons per year. 
·-·-----------·----- ..,..._ ·--·-----·------.. - ·-- ... ~ '" 
TAI...SMAKlENS GRlJIPE - SPREOEJUUlPE - SPOKESMAN'S GAOlJ> - GfQ.ff CU PORTE-fMOI.E 
<:MAM EKflPOIOflO'( TYl10i' - GAlPPO DEL POATAVOCE - eu:IEAU VAN OE VWXlFICM)EROER 
•• • • • • •• •• • • • • • • •• • • •• • •• • • • • • 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-· . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .. . . . ... . . . .. . .. .... ;··· 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRESSE·IEDDEUlSE • IITTHlUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·RHEASE • INfORIATIDN A lA PREBSE 
INIIDINDIH na TON TYRO • INfORIAZIDNE Alli STAIPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels 1st April, 1982. 
r~11~ '11 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No 139 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Co•iss1on, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at'any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken o~ market structures, (the 
product categories reporJed are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A' detailed methodology will be appended to the bullet in publ hhed at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The ~c~mission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
l Wttidy summary : I Evolution (in X> of Com11unity indicatioris for : 
~
0 > Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3> 




KOMMISSl<Jt,EN FOR OE ~ FIEUESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EI.EIOPAISCHEN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EIJ'IOPEAN C0t,,M.NTES - COIMSSION DES COMMlJ',IAIJTES ~ - EJTTPOrl-1 TON EYPOllA)<QN KONOTHTClN 
COMMISSKJNE DELLE COMLNTA EUROPEE - COWMSSE VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
,:·· 
·Jeekly lndi~ative ccn,-c;,.,..,r pdce level~ in l'ati"'1a-l currencies. Te• ~nn ri11ties excluded (1) 
Prices as at 




--~'---·-· (1) r 
Esser,ce super E'ssence nor1:1ale .Gasoil a:oteur .. Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HT! 
Prcniu~ gasoline Regular gasoline Autonotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel-Oil I 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l .-- TcnM 
(2) (2) .(2) (3) U) 
. 
Bt't!li~ue (FB) • 13.240 12.520 12.782 11.521 7.927 
oa-,eiark C!>K> 2.680 2.615 2.650 2.445 1.635 
DeuU:hlMd (0 .. ) 632 576 680 606 463 
!: t tus (OR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17.318 10.905 
!'ta.nc~ (ff) 1.974,50 1.879,60 1 .8:43,70 1.762,10 1.120 
lre L.~d (Id sh It'.) 258;83 2~4, 1)' .~7,94 2Cill, 14 
' 
15(' ,?9 • 
It.>t i a (Lire> ··375.260 332.890 ~6.220 349.512 224.414 
Lu,er::C-o..-rg (FL) 13.080 12.410 12.390 11.750 7 .776 
l'!tdcr lend (Fl) 795,97 748,51 746,78 685, 10 494,54 
'}~~ ~cd !(irigdo" Cl'. 145,00 137,40 181,30 184,80. 109,90 
('.) F~ix le ,:,lus souv~nt ;:,ratiQu,s et ainsi representatifs,saon Les mei lleures estimations des operts des Etats l'l~r::brcs, du marcht 
~~tro~icr Ce chaq~c Etat ~c~bre 
,rices nest fr~quently oha~ed end thus representative, of the oil market in each ,.~mber State, according to the best 
csti~ates of t,e national er.perts. 
(2) 
(3) 
Frix a la pompt' 
ru-'l pric~ 
Prix prur livraison de 2.00C ~ 5:ooo Litres 
r,;ces f~• deliveries of 2,CCO to 5,COO Litres 
\. 
(!,; 
~,i• peu, livraisonsinferic~resa 20CO tonnes par mois OU i!'lf~rieure~ 24.000 tonnes par 1n. ·Prix franeo conso,u:iateurs. 
rciccs 'cs of~tJkcs of less than 2,000 tons per month or less t~an 24,COO·:~ns per year. Delivered ConsUJ11er Prices. 














.) Moye,.,ne I averag~ (5) 
Variation moyenne X 
average variation X 
7.. :;,. &i' • /15.1;>.78 
.JViariat ,on moyenne SUI 
!es 5 produits 
Avrra'Jt" variation for 
all~ oducts 
. o •• e /15.1?. 78 
Nl-veau•--l.nditat1ts he-bdoma.dalres...d.es pr1x nors tax~5 c1 la consc~matio:"' t:'rt Uu~~d1 :i. 1.Vura:'ltS 
~ekly indicative .. consUJ11er price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Essence supe,r' 
Prix au 





T ~l"LE 2 
Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual 
Pre,mium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasotl Heatil'lg gasoil Residual fuel 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
7.95,09 279,04 284,88 256,77 176,67 
331,27 323,23 3?7 ,56 302,22 202, 10 
=' ~.4 ,82 241,35 284,93 253,92 194,00 
.. 6·· ,78 ... 429,71 279,SO 279,50 176,00 . 316,83 301,60 295,84 282, 75 179, 71 
376,64 369,83 346,24 302,88 218,69 
285,96 253,67 279,07 266,34 170,01 
291,25 276,59 27c-. 14 261,88 172,95 
302,76 284,71 284,0) 260,59 188,10 
261,59 247 ,88 3?7,07 :!3~,39 198,26 
288, 12 262,22 293, 13 274,24 183,96 
+SOX +43% +69X +89% +93% 
. 




---)Pr e, plus scuvent prat,ques t't a,ns, repr,!sentat,f!i> sei.on Les Hilleures estu1at1ons des operts oes Etats l'lee,bres, du march• 
oetr ,er de chaaue Etat ~embre 
rr i c ~os t freouent ly charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State,accord i ng to the best est IHUS of 
the ndt ,onal ~,;,erts. 
Prl• a ~a t,·,:-r-:,eo. Purip pric~ < 
, rix p,,,,r livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 Litres. Pdcu for d1,liv1,rin of 2 000 to 5,000 Utru. 
•r-;• tH)ur- LP.'rai!.on 1nferieure a 2CCO tonnes par mo;s ou infer;eurf' a 2L.oco tonnes par an.- Prbc franco consommate-urs. 
iS.:"S ~:..r ci'!akes cf less th.an 2,000 toris per me-nth or leoss than 24,(100 t<ms p£r year. Oel1veored con 5 umer Pr;ces. 
) LJ r~,cr,, r~~ulte d'unr ponderation des auant;tts ccnsor~•es de chaQuc prcd~it concerne au cours de l'arnfE 1980. 
T·,. re,,,. ·• a•. 1ght ing t_he price• of the products concern~d by the quantities consumed during the period 19b() 
•:r11 .... :, <,!"oax1mumpr1ces .. • 
CoOt t ... ; d'appr . .-i1ionne11ent en brut CM l• 
CIF "'•t of C "U'>lty ;rude oil sup'pliei. 
Communaut• 
Pria IU 15.12.78 
Price as •t 
Prix decellbre 
Price as •t Dtt<l!Nr 
Evolution (X) 
22.:.82 /15.12.78 











TALSMAlll)ENS GRUPPE - SPRECHEAGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP- GROlPE DU POATE-Ai\ROLE 
OMM EKnPOIOllOY TYl1CN - GfU'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORO\OEAOER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
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PRfSSf·MfDDHHSf • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRfSSf • PRHS·RfUASf • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRfSSf 
ANAIOINDIH na TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNf ALLA STAM PA • Mf Of DHING AAN Of Pf RS 
"4' 7. "'' I 
Brussels, 15 April 1982 
OIL BULLETIN NR. 140 
Th• wekly otl bulletin, published by the COllll1st1on, giv•s the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as I whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin ' 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
~7he figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but su~h a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
ett~~ds of .distribution which are unique to each "e~ber State. In th~s 
r,',' ·~,, "t t~~~'·! i1U1 fr,1i~iltt;,t r,i~·..;rt of ,.,.~ t'.~•~".U of t.:..t 2 is 
e11pr,u i ied. 
A det,;led aethodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of ea~h quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 235.34.50.> 
·, 
J Weekly sU111mary: f Evolution Cin I) of co .. un1ty indications for: 
10> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
zo> Weighted average CIF cost of crud• 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.71 
+77X 
+159,12% 
KOMMSSIOIIEN FOR DE EUROm:ISKE ~LLESSKABER - KO.MSSION DER ElR:>PAISCa.EN GEMEIIISCHAFTEN 
co~ Of THE EUROPEAN COJMlNTIES ._ COMtvlSSION DES COM\1UNAUTES EU'IOPEEt-l\ES - EJTTPOrti TON EYPOrW<ON KONOTHTON 




-- __ ,-:_···-~···.- ___ ·.·~-··-.....:--~~=· n:i:.-:nao,_..,, ___________ ----· 
t:~veau~· :"d·i"~~·ii• i·1:J-.!'.""i.,dU1t;,cs des prlA ~ • ..:,;.:a ;.w•c~ C:. ~d ~o:~c .... -.~~1~: l., .-- ""'21es ~•~·:c:a~rs 
\/eekly ll"dicetlve c<'!'s111nrr i,r;ce trvel!' in ratlonal c;.,·r-encies. Tax zr,d ~at;:~ exctud~d (1) 







Esse~ce super Essence noraale Gaioil rr.oteur '· Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
. 
-rr ... ..,;.,., gasoline Regular gasoline Autcnotive ~asoll Heatil"g gasoil Residual Fucl·OH • 
,cool. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l.· Tonnt 
(2) (2) .(2) (3) (l,) . 
. 
Bel11h1ue (FB)* 13.240 12.520 12.782 11 .521 7.927 
Ca'lr:iark (l>K) 2.680 2.615 2.650 2.445 1.635 
Deuts;hl11nd (!)") 618 561 "669 633 463 
28.612 26.625 17. 318 17.318 10.905 tlti.s (DR) 
rrance (Ff) 1.974,50 1 .879,60 1_.843,70 1.762,10 1.120 
Irel~nd (Irish u 258,83 254,15 237,94 208, 14 I 150,29 
lt~lia (Lire) .. 375.260· 332.890 . 366.220 349.512 224.414 
Luxer.::,01: rg ( FL) 13.080 12.410 12.390 11.750 7.776 . 
494.54 
1':ecicr lend (fl) 795,97 748,51 746,78 685,10 
'Jni!cd l<ingdc-, (( 148,80 143, 10 181 ,30 184,80 . 109,80 
C> Prix lr ,:,;us souvent ::,eatiques et ain51 representatifs,st!.on le, 11·,·1 l 1 ,ures estimaHons d'5 experts des Etats Mer:ibres, du marcht 
;~tro~icr c~ cha~~e E:at rne~br• 
(2) 
Frices n~!: frC'quently :har:ged and thvs representative, of ti~ tn, ,. rket in each l'let1ber State, according to the best 
es:i~ates ~! t,e national experts. 
(3) 
Frix i la poo,peo 
Fu ... "l p,..;e~ . 
Prix prur tivralson ~e 2.00C A 5.COO Litres 
rri:es f:s d~l'veri~s of 2,CCO to 5,CCO Litres 
(4) rrix pcu• livrilisorsinferic.:res~ zor;o tOl"l"cs par mois ou i,if~deurcs.'l 24.000 tonnes par'"· Prix franco consol!lmateurs. 
Prices !c• of•t~kes of less than 2,0CO tons per month or less tian 24,COO t~ns per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 











Vi tad Kir~c1oa 
C.E.E. 
E.E.C. 
c}~~yerme /•verage, (5) 
~)\'ariation moyenne X 
a,erage variation X 
;:9.3.82 /15.12.78 
,:.7, ariat ;on moyenne SUI 
les 5 produits 
~era~e var1ation for 
,l S products 
9,!,8? /1S.1?.78 
Nivr-au .... lnd;catits hebdoma.C1.a1res ces pr;x. hors. !axe~ d La con~crr.mdl ivri c-11 uollars coura:its 
WM-H:r indicati"e cnn<1Jmer price U.1t~li;..in curre'r1t do~l~. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Essence super 
Prix au 
Prices as at 
Essence normale 
29.3.1982. 
Gasoi l moteur 
TAALEAU 
TAeLE 2 
Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual 
Premium gasoline Regu'Car gasoline Automotive gasofl Heating gasoil Residual Fuel 
1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. 1000 l. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (0 
290,73 274,92 280,67 252,98 174,06 
:25,24 317,·3 5 321,60 296,72 198,42 
256,05 232,44 277, 19 262,27 191,83 
456,55 .. 424,84 276,33 276,33. 174,00 
314,36 . 299,25 293,53 280,54 178,31 
371,98· 365,26 341,96 299, 13 215,99 
284 ,01 ~51,95 277, 17 264,53 169,84 
287,22 2?2,50 ?72,06 258,01 170, 75 
297,78 280,02 279,37 256,30 185,01 
264,91 254,76 322, 77 ;29 ,00 195,47 
285,59 257,45 288, 74 275,51 182,27 
+48% +401 +661 +901 +911 




rr,x le, plus scuvent prat,ques et a1ns1 reprisentat1f~ saon les 11e1lleures est1mat1ons des experts des Etats Mer:ibres, du marchi 
oetrol ier df' chaque Etat membre 
rrices ~est freauently charged and thus representative of the oil Market ;n each Mellber State,according to the best esti11ates of 
the nJt1unal experts. 
·, Pri• 4 la pc~ne. Pu"p pr;ce c 
~,ix pnur l 'vraison de 2.000 ~ 5.0'10 lltru. Prices for deliveries of 2 000 to 5,000 Litres • 
• ) ~r1• oour l1\·ra1son inferieure a 2CCO tonnes par mois ou infer~eure a 2!.000 tonnt-s par an~ Pr;x franco consommateurs. 
t'rlCt'S fur 1..,·1tJkcs cf lt-ss than 7.,0CO tons per month or less than 24,(100 tens per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
i >.d ~~,cr"'t> r('~uttc d'unc pond!."ration des Quantites consor:!flii:-es dt:' , .. ,dQUC' prcdi....it conc,rne' au cours de t 'ar.r:ce 1980. 
i.,, "E'Sult of welg'it ,ng the pr'lce'- of the products concc,.nt-d by the ~uantltlcs consumed during the period 198(l. 
* ~~11: max1maux/ maximum prices 
CoOt CAF d'approv111onntaent en brut dt la Co•munautt 
C7 cost of Community crude oil 1uppliei. 
Prh au 
Price as at. 
' dx au 
rrice H at 
15.12,78 
dtcembre 1981 
Dccem~er 1981 
Evolution <X> 
29.3.02 /15.12.78 
TABLEAU ) 
Tt.BLE 
!+159,,zJ 
SB 
1;,87 
55,94 
SIT 
1Cl7,76 
+/•265,5 
